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:FOREVIORD ................ 
Due to a unique oombination of circum

stances, Report No. 12 has been written in a 
series of instalments. Parts I and II were 
begun in January. After being amended from 
time to time, they were finally mimeographed 
on February 24. Appendix I was prepared 
early in February and mimeographed also on 
February 24. Appendix II was mimeographed 
on February 22. 

The series of Appendixes III-VII were 
composed and mimeographed during the last 
half of Marchand the first half of April. 
Part III was drafted and mimeographed and 
the report was assembled and bound during 
the last half of April. 

As a result, there a.ppears somc lack ôf 
continuity and a certain am.ou.nt of overlap. 
A great deal of information concerning the 
work has been cond0nsed into this report, 
however, and even the f ew overlap references 
secm warranted as they present the subject 
matter concerned in difforent rclationships 
to other data. The chief objection would 
seem to be that a busy reader may find it 
difficult to get a clear overall picture. 
For this reason, a brief but carefully pre
pared Summary is given as a profaoe. 

Dominion Observatory, Ottawa, 
Apri 1 2.5 , 1944 E. A. H. 



The thesis of Report No. 12 ma.y be stated formally 
as follows: 

The experiments in the west pillar, as out
lined in Report No. 11, indicate that the sub
audible activity shows considerable promise as a 
means of predicting bürsts due to the failure of 
rock under ccmpression and possibly also in shea.r. 
The outstanding problem involved in applying the 
method to such cases seems to be that, after a · 
burst happens in a predicted spot, the redistri~ 
bution of strains may precipitate another (trig
gered) burst or bursts within a few minutes in 
some geologically related section. 

There is no reason to fear that the integra
tion of · all mine noises by any given geophone dur
ing off-shift times will produce misleading re
cords; i,e. if pressure zones develop within range 
of the geophone, they will be readily identified 
as such, No special listening qualification~ are 
needed beyond good hearing over the entire audible 
range up to about lû, 000 . cycles per second, and 
patient persistence. 

Equipment can be designed, programs laid out 
and men trained ta apply the subaudible method 
with considerable promise of successful ability 
to indicate points of high strain in compression· 
or shear and even to overcome the problem of pre
dicting triggered bursts. But, no matter how · 
successful it may prove, the method can only indi
cate danger spots, not state that a burst will 
occur, Possibly, experience in dealu1g with the 
indicated spots will evolve a method of ostimat
ing just how critical an.y such strain ma.y be. · 

Reoording instrum~nts must continue t o b:e 
used extensively in the research program; but, 
if and when . the subaudi ble method is applied to 
routine protection o~ the mine, the instruments 
must be of the listening type. It requires far 
too much technical attention to mainta-:in record.ers 
in operation for such a program, 
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Geologic structure has a most important bear
ing on the applications of the subaudible method. 
Ex'periments are being designed to determine geo• 
logic structure in the block of ground now un.der 
survey on the east side of the mine and to deter
mine its effect on the counts. It should be pos
sible to learn how to take advantage of peculiari
ties in local structure, making it assist rather 
than hinder the application of the method. 

On the east side of the mine the bursts seem 
to be due to sudden slips of blacks of ground along 
fault planes. A block hangs up due to high static 
friction until the pressure builds up to a point 
where a sudden movement results . . The elastic re
bound fTom this slip may not affect any opening, 
being evidenced only by the concussion, or it may 
shake down loose several hundreds of feet away, 
These have been termed slip bursts, Most of the 
bursts ex:perienced on the east side during the 
period of this report seem to have been of this 
type. 

These slip bursts present a difficult pro
blem~ In spite of an intensive program of experi
ment and a patient persistent reduction of records 
(all of which is indicated in detail in the report), 
it is not yet lmown whether the pressure· per square 
inch ever builds up to a point where pre-snapping 
would predict a slip and it has proved difficult to 
~etermine where to locate the geophones in order to 
detect it if it occurs. Experiments are now being 
designed to enable the operator to determine the 
direction from which snaps reach a geophone. This 
should afford a means of determining the geologio 
structure and of getting a geophone into the point 
of highest aotivity. Whether it will ever permit 
the prediction of slip bursts depends largely on 
whether pre-burst ac t ivity actually occurs. This 
is the innnediate problem now under attack. 

or the seventeen ... located bursts during the 
period covered by this report , all but four occurred 
in the block of ground now under survey. Most o:r 
the unlocat ed bursts (more than 120) also occurred · 
there. Listenine exper.1ence shows that the 4700' -
levcl (east sideJ 1s a most promising laboratory 
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for study. There seems to be no reason to change 
the locale of the studies nor to break the con
tinuity of tne present routine, but the indicated 
experim_ontal work should be carried on concurrent
ly with a viow to grad,1ally modifying the program 
to yield more useful data, 

* 
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The general account of the work was brought up to the 

end of March, 1943, in Report No. 11. The present issue 
deals vvith the period, April, 194;, to January, 1944, in
clusive. It is divided mto three sections: Part I: Re
vision of Theoriea and Deductions; Part II: Reoommendations; 
Part III: Organization of Research Program and Routine An
alyses of Data. 

Part I sets forth the statua, as of September 1 1 194}, 
of the theories and deductions restùting :f'rom a study of all 
sources of data. The experience since gained and the steps 
taken. or in process of being taken, to secure answers to 
the questions thereby raised are then discussed. The neoes
sary amendments to the tentative conclusions of September 
are next presented. The need for maintaining the research 

, program without e~sential change is stated finally as the 
necessar~ deduotion to be drawn tran the disoussion outlined. 

Part II offers definite suggestions for a continuing 
program of resoarch studies and also for a program of prao
tical applications, which is now to be developed, The latter 
work was initiated when, early in Deoember, 1943, M.r. c. E. 
MoKnight, Safety Director of Lake Shore Mines, was asked to 
organize vm.at ma.y here be referred to as the Underground 
Service Program. 

It was felt by Mr. Blomfield that the praotical appli
cations of the prineiples derived :f'rom the research studies 
should be made throughout the mine as soon as available. 
Mr. MoKnight has undertaken the responsibility for this 
phase of the work. The two sets of underground studies, While 
having somewhat different outlooks, and being run as separate 
programs, will, of course, be closely co-operative. 

Part III presents in some detail the set-up of equipment 
made on the east aide of the mine, and outlines the analyses 
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of de.te. carried through as a matter of regular routine. Some 
special instruments designed and made by Gibbs are described, 
as well as ·experinients arranged wi th the obj ect of impr.oving 
the technique of reoording. 

Part I: Revision of Theories and Deduetions 

(1) Status of Investigation as of September 1 1 1943: 

In any investigation .of this type it is inevitable 
that impressions, theories and conclusions, held at any 
stage of the workt are of necessity tentative. In September, 
1943, when the latest preceding reports were prepared (the 
radio talk of September 7, the Chicago presentation of 
October 6, and the published papers resulting, including 
that appearing in the C. I. M. M, BULLErIN for September, 
1943), the conclusions then standing had been derived al
most entirely from. experiments conducted on the west side 
of the nûne. These conclusions may be briefly si.nnmarized 
as follows: 

(A) In Lake 'Shore Mines, r ockbursts are caused entirely 
by the weight of superincumbent rock, unequally dis
tributed due to the block-faulted structure and the 
progress of mining, i.e. there is ·no evidence of in
herent strain surviving from its geologic history. 

(B) The term "rocl(burstn should be extended to~ inelude 
any sudden release of rock strain energy, whether or 
not it is aooompanied by evidence in the mine. These 
ma.y be classified and defined as follows: 

(a) Crush Bursts, due to failure of ~ook under 
c cm.pression. 

(b) Strain Bursts, due to tailure of rock in 
shear or tension. 

(c) Slip Bursts, due to slippage of rock on 
tauit planes, either exposed or far in the 
walls. The resu.lts of the blow, delivered by 
the elastio rebound frcm -suoh a slip, ma.y 
cause the fall of loose or the overthrow of 
timber and equipmènt, sometimee possibly quite 
far from the point where the impending slip 
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was hung up; but, on the oth0r hand, may be 
evidenced only by the concussion. 

(C) The snapping in the undisturbed mine (off-shift 
pcriod) picked up by the Obort oquipment consista of 
at least three classes: 

(a) General Snapping (gonorally sounding low
pitchod whether heavy or li~ht, and sometimes 
heard without the equipment·) registered through 
more than one geophono and believed to be due 
to slippage or breaks or faults, and to the 
t'racturing of rock whether loose or in the wa.11. 

(b) Local Snapping (generally sounding high-pitched 
whether heavy or light and almost never heard 
without equipment) seldom recording simultaneously 
on more than one recorder. 

(c) Distant Local Snapping (sounding quite similar 
to the local type but so faint that they can b~ 
picked up, in general, only when listening with 
earphones, the heaviest ones alone being recorded), 
Local and distant-local sna:9ping ar.e believed to 
be indicative of rock yield:.ng under strain, 
either compression or shear. Soma minute frac
turing is also probably included. 

{D) For some time before a rockburst is imminent, the 
general snaps tend to bocome stronger and more fre
quent and then diminish in number as the pressure is 
buil t up. Moreover, the local type tends to increase, 
if the locus of pressure is near enough to the geo
phone(s) (?5 rt. for recording, or 200 ft. for listen
ing) to be registered 6r heard. 

(E) It the incidence of local type snapping increases 
on several geophones and does not surpass on any one , 
say 20 per min. (for the early morning off-shift 
cou.nt), there is no localized danger in that part 
Et_~~ adequately servioed .!2z. gegphëmë's. 

(F) If the count for local type surpasses 20 per min. 
(morning count), close observation should be made of 
the stope or stopes affeoted, especially as the 
listening is done in the early morning, which t1Ine 
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the recordera indicate . as being the least active· of' 
the day. 

(G) If the morning count rises to over 80 per min. 
(at first the limit was set at 100 per min. but early 
e:x:perience on the east side caused some doubt and the 
adopted critical value was lowered), the stope con
cerned should be allowed to rest; or, if worked, the 
next blasting should be made abnormally heavy, High 
counts do net necessarily indicate an impending burst, 
but they are an evidence of strain and should be 
treated wi th respect, esp ecially unt il :t'urther ex
perience has been gained. 

(2) Development of Instrumental Lay-out .on the Fast Sid~: 

It must be remembered that the above was the statua 
of conclusions as of September last. The conclusions 
there stated were in accord with the data available up to 
that tune. Some experience wa.s just being gained· on the 
east side of the mine with geophones at the Sec.; line in 
each drift on the 4450, 4575, 4700, and 4825 levels. Most 
of the study there had been done with the portable listen
ing equipment, but the recorders were just caming into 
service on the lower three of the above-named levels. 

It was round that the morning co\lllts were never high 
on any of these pick-up location~; so, after the conditions 
had been carefully discussed with Robson and Ad~son, holes 
were drilled on or about the Sec. 6 line on each drift ot 
the levels mentioned (except 4402E6}. The geophones on 
the lower three levels were fed into the recorders on 4700 
and those on 4400 were fed into a recorder on that level, 
The latter is not run on schedule but is used daily for 
listening, and is thus known to be always in adju·stnient 
for ·use at any strategic point, being mounted for this 
pUl'pose in a special carrier box. To care for 15 geophones 
with only 8 recorder tracks, time switches were made by 
Gibbs which have worked out extremely well~ These arrange
ments were completed about December 1, 1943, and have been 
in operation ever since. The coverage is notas oompra-
hensive as could be desired; but, under the present oircum.- .... 
stancesi it was considered to be the best disposition ot 
availab e equipmcnt, and it is still so regarded by the 
writer and his assooiates. 
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( 3) Exj?erience witp. Small S_~i:p j?) Bursts on the East Side: 

Sinoe December 1, 1943, at least four small bursts 
have occurred, which have been located in or near the block 
of country serviced and, in addition,there has been at 
least one other whioh was not definitely looated but for 
which the evideno·e points to a rockburst of the slip type 
in or near Sec. 6E on 4400. Unfortunately, in no case to 
date, have the necessary conditions been fulfilled; namely, 
that the geophone must be within 75 ft. of the focus in 
order to register the local-type snaps, must be recording 
for some tim.e before the burst and must continue to record 
through it. 

But, the fact remains that, in no case, has a prior 
indicative increase of local-type snapping been picked up 
by the geophone nearcst the burs.t, It becomes of para
mount importance to record a burst under the conditions 
stated above, There seems to be no virtue in altering 
the present set-up even if it could be done. Close atten
tion should be given to obtaining records for all possible 
times, at the present geophone locations. 

(4) ExJ?erience with Small Strain Bursts on the Fast Side: 

Prior to most of' the above bursts, there have been 
evidences of very small strain bursts. which seem to have 
occurred in the stopes about to burst violently. On one 
occasion, the small burst was heard by Hallick at the 
stope and by Hodgson as recorded at the station. There 
is no doubt that many of the disturbances, which were 
early called "salvos", are small strain bursts in ground 
under critical pressure. 

Such _bursts should receive further study. At first 
they were confused with runs of ore in the ore pas.ses. 
The difference in the two types of record is now lmown. · 
The strain burst record begins sudqenly; the or~ run re
cord hegins gradually, In both there is considerable 
true wall snapping due to the trigger effect of the moving 
load.. If those strain bursts provo to be of sufficient 
value in prediction, Gibbs. can design and make simple in- . 
struments to record them, Tnis equipment could be made 
up in inexpensive units, each of wnich would record the 
time of incidence. and_possibly the duration, of such 
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disturbances, as occurring in the stope in which it was in
stalled; but ~uld be so insensitive as to tail to record 
any in an adjacent stope • ... If a unit were installed in eaoh 
suspect stope and examined daily, the location of the strain 
bursts ~uld be indicated and steps could be taken to tur
ther examine the ground concerned. 

(5) Some Speoial Experiments now in Progress: 

Further attack on the new problems confronting the 
investigation is being arranged as follows: 

(A) The Obert Set 2, which alone has filters in ser-
vice (though Set 3 on 4400 could have them connected, 
for one track only) has been pla.ced tentatively on 
24 hr. service in the station switch house at No. 6 
shaft on the 4700' -level, · It is conneoted by Belden 
cable to a geophone in H46 in 470lE4, a hole whioh 
was acutely active on several occasions in November 
last. Listening Will be done at this set during the 
atternoon off-shift period (4h-7h). with a view to 
acqui~ing experience during this, the more active 
half of otf-shift time. Experiments will also be run 
to determine the best adjustments for reoording under 
the 24 hr. conditions.. These include a variable time
constant circuit and a possible change in gain through 
the utilization of the further possibilities in the 
impedance-matohing 6P5 tube, which is included in the 
earlie~ models only, (It is to be noted that, no 
matter how valuable the fllters may prove to be, none 
can be obtained for the sets on 470û, presumably for the 
duration,) The use of Set 2 oonsiderably increases 
the possibility of obtaining a record up to and through 
a burst. 

(B) A small portable automatié hammer has been designed 
and built - by Gibbs and will be used in an endeavour , 
to determ.ine which sections of the blook under study 
are intimately related. The tapper on 4700 registers 
on all geophop:es in Sec, :; , includ ing those on _4400 • 
but, at Sec. 6, those in 4502E, 4701E, and 4702E fail 
to pick it up. Striking the wall with an ordinary 
hammer, on the vein beside the master tapper, ·regis
ters on all the Sec. 6 lines and serves as a oheok 
that the complete hook-up for these holes is in good 
order. 
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{C) · A thorough experimental study is being made of the 
equipment, under regular underground working condi
tions, with a view to caming closer to a standardi2ation 
whioh will permit a greater degree ot confidence in 
determining from several simultaneous records the 
direction and distance of the source of snaps, bursts, 
etc. Results to date have been very gratifying. All 
predictions as to the locations or bursts and salvos, 
made at listening time, and trom the records alone, 
have been confirmed, if and wb.en they were located 
later by other means. These experiments are progress
ing. Calibration of the instrum~nts is done regular-
ly once a week and the test records are carefully 
studied and filed. 

(D) A laborious, tedious,- but highly-desirable analysis 
is now under VIS.Y, of the data obtained through the 
daily routine analyses · or coincidental offsets oo
ourring on the records. The work will take several 
weeks to complete, to deal wi th the records for 
November, December, and January, but will answer, onoe 
and for all, whether the routine analysis of coinci
denoes is of any value. 

- (E) It has been deo±ded to have Set 3, on 4400, run on 
schedule (3:15 to 6 otclock, a.m. and p.m,) at a 20Db. 
setting, thus giving preference to the registration ot 
the medium snaps to the exclusion of the very small 
ones. The question has been raised as to Whether these 
larger snaps are not the more significant. This pro
gram for Set 3 should serve to answer the question. 
sinoe the l&rger snaps record on the .othar levels as 
well permi tting the correlation of all records as to 
time. 

(6) niscussion ot Some Recording Problems: 

The question has been raised as to whether there are 
not many interfering noises which have not been identified 
as to source. Hodgson and Hallick have each had more than 
a thousand hours of actual listening experience under
ground; and, in addition, have ma.de regular daily studies 
or the records. They are of the opinion that practioally 
every man-made and machine-made noise of any importance 
oan be identified on the records. At the moment there are 
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about two, the exact sourcesof which have not yet been de
termined. But, the fact remains, that none of these can 
in any way confuse the issue. They are readily identitied 
as extraneous even on the record and are always eliminated 
from all counts. 

Mention has already been made of the means of dis
tinguishing between the records of rock runs and small 
strain bursts, It may be added that, when listening on a 
set which is registering a rock run, there is no diffi
oulty in distinguishing between the offsets due to rock 
impacts and the snaps caused by the trigger effect of the 
passing load. Furthermore, it should be noted that, when 
watching rock runs recording on several geophone lines at 
the same time, it becqmes clearl3r apparent that the only 
offsets occurring on the records least affected are those 
identified by ear as being due to snapping in the walls, 
The effects of impact die out at lesser distances, More
over they are always of lower pitch than the snaps. 

It has further been suggested that the cotmts aTe 
hopelessly confused by snaps due to the failure of broken 
rock in a rill or ore pass, or to the scaling off of the 
newly-exposed faces of openings. It is the opinion of the 
writer that, while these can be heard to oonsiderable dis
tances on the earphones, they seldom transmit sufficient 
energy into the walls to register on the records. Further
more, though there are undoubtedly many in a day, they 
either occur in groups, as in ore runs, or they are so 
spread out intime that they do not sensibly interfere 
with the significant counts. 

The experience gained at Lake Shore Mines, bath on 
the west and on the east sides, and supported by a multi
tude of recorded data, indicates that: 

(A) The local and distant-local types of ·snapping are 
alone indicative of strain in the rock. (There is 
some difference of opinion as to the relative im- · 
portance of very small and medium snaps. The ques
tion should be settled · by the experimental recording 
now being started on 4400. The plotted graphs or 
Fig. 9, Report No. 11, seem to the i.ÀJI'iter to be a 
oomplet·e1y satisfactory proof that the medium sna.ps 
are net as indicative as are the small ones, in spite 



ot the sanewhat greater amount of interference which 
is undoubtedly present in the registration at the higher 
gain. Moreover, the small ones are essential if one is 
to locate the focus or pressure from the records.) 

(B) Some, at least, of the snapping which occurs in 
loose rock and in slabs on the face does not transter 
enough energy into the vra.11 rock to carry more than a 
few feêt, and so does not appreciably affect the count. 

(C) Morning counts in the range, say 10- to 20, are, 
more or less, affected by snaps due t o fracture in 
loose rock, but counts we11 below or well above that 
range are probably both significant. 

(D) Wb.en listening, snaps can readily be distinguished 
as "snappy" and "dull", resp eoti vely. It is assumed 
that the formèr are due to internal yielding of the 
rock body and the latter to aotual :rractures. 

(7) Amendments to the Tentative Conclusions of September, 1943: 

With the furthe~ experience outlined in the preceding 
pages of this report. there seems to be no reason to modify 
the tabulated theories and conolus'ions (held as of September 
last and given at th~ begin.ning of the report) exceptas 
follows: 

(A) The ama.11 strain bursts, whi ch were re:cord.ed 
through on the west side of th~ mine, were pre
ceded by indicative snapping when they originated 
close to a geophone. These s~ow clearly for the 
reoords on the level where the burst originated, 
but do not register on the lilï.es from adjacent 
lev-els. (see b1, b2, b3 of Fig. 14, Report No. 
11. )· No indicative pre-snaps> have been obtained 
for strain bursts règistered thus far on the 
east side; but it is not kliown that, in any case, 
a geophone has been reoording within the neces
sary minimum distance. The absence of such snap
ping prior to a burst has no't been proved in any 
ca:se. It is: ·hoped that something may be done to 
e.nswer this question t -hrough the choice of looa
tions for the geophone feeding into the filter
e·quipped, 24 br. recorder. 
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(B) There has been no record of j_ndicative activity 
prior to any of the slip(?) bursts which have occurred 
since the equipment went into service on the east side, 
But in no case was there a geophone within 75 ft. of 
a burst and recording nearèr than 8 1/2 hrs. prior to 
the time of its occurrence. Experience on the west 
side has shown that pressure may build up within a 
few hours. (see Fig. 1;, Report No. 11.) 

For a further discussion of the possible modifications 
see Appendix I. 

(8) Conclusion: 

The entire substance of the above report brings one· 
to the following conclusion: 

It is highly desirable that the 
present program of listening and re
cording be maintained without inter-

- ruption, permitting only such modi
fications of rout :ine or dispositions 
of the tirne ot· men and instruments 
as shall not interfero with securing 
the maximum coverage in space and 
time until a burst is heard and/or 
recorded throUgh. 

Only in this way can the question of the occurrence or non~ 
occurrence of indicative snapping be answered. It is a 
matter to be determined fram ex-perience, not opinion, and 
the necessary machinery is now in operation for that pur
pose, 

Part II: Reconnnendations 

It 1s recommended that: 

The present research program should be maintained 
without interruption as stat-ed in the final paragraph of 
Part I, for · the reasons set f'orth in detail in the discussion 
there given. In addition to the investigations with the 
Obert equipment, the mine seismograph $hould be reh.abil1tated 
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and its operation continued in ,0;2xc, and the surface seis
mograph should be overhauled and equipped with an amplifier 
to provide a gain of about ;x. , 

In addition, the following methods of investigation are 
suggested for the service program: 

(1) The. sections of the mine which have been stated ·to 
be more active than the block of country now service
by the research lay-out should have holes drilled in 
the hanging wa.11 as deeply as· possible with percussion 
drills at intervals of about 30 ft. Sorne old diamond 
drill holes could also be utilized. These holes should 
be carefully cleaned, protected by plugs and numbered. 
They can then be serviced by means of the portable 
listening equipment on a regular schedule and the data 
gathered, tabulated and p1otted and made available to 
all concerned. 

(2) As soon as any section shows marked actiyity the 
portable recording equlpment can be set up in the 
nearest eonvenient location and two or more holes 
placed on a recording program. 

(3) A~ automatic tapper should be constructed to give a 
standard impulse, continuously at intervals of·, say, 
three seconds. This instrument should be arranged to 
be easily mo'V'ed from 1·evel to level and installed on 
steel pins located near an AC outlet in the main cross
outs at levels ab'out ,500 ft. apart :from top to bottom 
of the mine. These would serve as sources of sound for 
investigating the fault pattern throughout the mine. 

The follàwing instrumental work, in addition to that 
indicated or implied above, is being carried out as soon as 
possible for use in the researoh program: 

(1) The parts having ' been received, the hundred geo
phones, already partly constructed, are being finished 
and made ready to meet any emergency. 

(2) Another listening set is being constructed, identical 
with LSM 1.5, for use in t h e research program, the 
original equipment having been placed at the disposal 
of the service progrmn. 
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(3) A simple, negative-feedbaok amplifier is being de
signed and built to permit a slight increase in sensi
tivity in the surface seismograph. It is felt that 
this will permit a better study of the blasting and 
small burst records. 

(4) Experiments are planned to provide carrier-current 
communication between the doghouse in 4700XC and the 
laboratory, both as a safety measure and also to save 
time when replacements or repairs are found necessary 
when servicing the instruments, 

Kirkland Lake, Ont. 
February 24, 1944. 

E~ A. H. 
z. E. G. 



Part III: Organisation _ of Research P'rogram 

(1) Development of Recording Program: 

The previous report {No. 11) brings the aocount of 
the recording program to March 31, 1943, the date of the 
second large burst in the west pillar. This burst left 
only H32 in service. It soon beoame evident that the 
strains in the west pillar had been relieved by the bursts. 
Steps were then taken to initiate a recording program on 
the east side of the mine frcm the 4450'-level to the 
48 2.5 '-level. 

The steps by whioh this was done are outlined in 
detail in Appendix V. Tabres are there given showing, 
by means of the record numbers involved, when eaoh or the 
holes, 31 to 54 inclusive, was in service. A set of notes, 
chronologioally arranged, indicates the steps taken and 
the reason for each( A:ppendix IV gives full details re
garding the holes {H31-H54), being effectively a continu
ation of the list in Appendix I of Report No. 10 (Hl-H30). 

At the t ime of the closj_ng of the present report 
(January 31, 1944) recording was being done regularly 
from 15 holes (see final table of Appendix V), In ad
dition, some experimental recording had just begun (Janu-
ary 31) from one other (H46). · 

(2) · Eguipment Avail~:..~}-e for Recording: 

After the second. burst in the west pillar only two, 
single-tracR recorders (Uos. 2, 3) were left, No. 1 
having been lest on the 3825'-leV.el on January 29. Three 
new, double-track recorders (Nos. 4, 5, 6) were received 
from Obert in June, 1943. Gibbs remodelled ·tearly in 
October) the old single-traok recorder (No.;) to two
track and adapted the other (No. 2) for use in experi
mental work. Thus, as of January 31, 1944, the reoording 
equipment cansisted of four, two-traok sets (Nos. 3, 4, 5, 
6) and one single-track, experimental model (No. 2), · 

At the tim.e of the bm:-st on January 29, 1943, all 
the geophones (7 in number) were lost~ One was later 
recovered. An order for 50 crystals and 25 transfol'm.ers 
was then of long standing, Fortunately, this equipment 
began to arrive, piecemeal, and enabled Gibbs to begin 
making geophones for immediate use. The order was finally 
filled completely. ('lhe practice of ordering twice as 
many crystals as transformers is necessary, since the 
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crystals are not or unifOTm quality and some are broken 
on installation or in service and have to be replaced.) 
The 25 geophones made possible by the above order have 
all been made and are in service. Since then~ six geo
phones were supplied by Obcrt to accompany the new two
track recorders, 

With an expanding program in view and the experience 
of losses by bursts as an added incentive, it was decided 
(see p. 11, Report No. 11) to order 200 crystals and 100 
transformers with the intention of making a further 100 
geophones. This material had all been received prior to 
January 31, 1944, and most of the machine work has been 
done, an extra helper, Bruce Black, having been èngaged 
for that purpose during the summer months (1943). These 
geophones are being made upas required, The pressure of 
other work prevents their being constructed all at once. 

(3) Development of Listenins program: 

During the period covered by this report, listening 
has been done daily (except Sundays and holidays}. When 
Hbdgson is at Lake Shore, he goes underground about 3,30 
a.m. and carries out a program of listening and experi
menting until the . day shift cames on (6:45 in summer, 
7:45 in winter). Wh.en hé is not there, Hallick goes 
underground about 5: 30 a.m. and does the listening, after- · 
wards carrying out vm.atever instrument work is required 
before coming to surface. 

'Vfuen possible, listening is done over the Obert sets; 
but, when necessary, use is made of a portable amplifier 
(LSM15) w~ich was designed and constructed by Gibbs for 
that purpose. It has proved most satistactory in service,. 
if anything a rather higher gain than the Obert sets. 
The amplifier weighs about 25 lbs. Together with geo- 
phone, connecting ëable, and tool bag this makes a load 
of between 30 and 35 lbs. It is conveniently carried by 
means of a tump line, which ma.kes it possible to move 
the equipment from level to level dovm the ladders of 
the manway. (The cage service below the 3950'-level 
does not begin until the shift comes on.) 

A report o;t ·the listening is prepared underground 
each day. At f irst, an original and one carbon was 
supplied. As more copies were requested, it wa.s finally 
arranged that a single copy of the report be turned over 
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to the office staff on arrival at surface, the carbon 
copy being retained by the observer. The report is then 
typed and copies su:pplied to th.ose entitled to receive 
them,. The form used and the nature of the notes made are 
indicated in Appendix III. 

In general, the listening program services the same 
holes as the recording (see Appendix V), but the holes 
were put on the listening progrrun as soon as they were 
drilled. It sametimes required quite a long time to in
stal the cables connecting the holes to the recorders, 
For exemple, H41 was drilled May 28 (see Appendix IV) and 
began to register (Record No. 603) on July 13 (see July 
table of Appendix V). During an interim of this kind, 
the hole in question was serviced by the portable ampli
fier carried to the location concerned and connected to 
a geophono left installed in the hole. 

During the earlier part of the period covered by 
this report, -listening at each hole was carried through 
for five minutes at least, the snaps being counted by 
means of a Veeder tally. The count was reported as 
"snaps per minuten. Wb.en the number of holes increased 
to 15, it was impossible for Hallick (when working alone 
in the absence of Hodgson) to finish such a program, be
fore the shift came on making listening impossible. It 
was found .that, in many cases where the activity was low1 
the count

1

could be made with sufricient aocuracy in a 
minute, especially when the observer could, at the same 
time, examine the record which was running. The scheme 
outlined in Appendix III was then adopted, listening for 
a minimum of one minute and recording the sna.ps per mm
ute on the scale O+, 10-, · 10, 10+, 20-, 20, etc. Where 
a count seems important,the cou.nt is madè for a longer 
period than a minute. 

The data on the copy of the report retained by the 
observer is plotted ·each day on the listening graphs, 
which are · arranged on the same scheme as the recording 
graphs, a sample of which is shown in Fig. 4. 

(4) Tiie Master Tapper: 

When working in the west piller, considerable diffi
culty was experienced in g0tting enough simultaneous 
snaps to permit a synchronization of the records, Tapping 
on the walls on one level seldom registered from geophones 



Fig. 1 

Master Tapper 

Fig. 2 

Time-Switch 
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on adjacent levels. Gibbs constructed tappers, one for 
éach hale, which cons:l.sted of small ha.mm.ers weighing an 
ounce or so suspended on leaf-spring bearings, each 
operated by a cam drtven by a synchronous motor ~upplied 
with A, c. c1..1rrent througlY style B wires running from the 
doghouse and controlled there by a swi tch. Emvever, 
these did not function well as there was not sufficient 
power in the motors. 

After the doghouse was campleted on 4700, it wa.s 
noted that tapping on the east wall of the crosscut, 
opposite the door o_f the doghouse, on an exposed vein, 
registered on all the geophones. (At t .hat time only 
the holos at the Sec, 3 line were in service. ,) Accord
ingly, Gj_bb s constructed the rrmaster te.pperrr sho1.Am in 
Fig, 1. This tappor is a stoel ha.mmer, shaped like a 
croquet mallot -, having a cyl indrical head weighing about 
ten pounds and supportod by a steel rod 3'l long ro·sting 
on a knife edge. The head was turned on the la.the about 
the _holo through which the st1.pporting rod is passed. 
This results in the · faces at the ends of the cylindrical 

.head being sections of a cylindrical surface concentric 
with the support, rosulting in the ability to deliver a 
direct blow with a minimum of vibration. The knife edge 
rests on a ruled pls.to set on a steel ~)ç..! let into the 
wall about 3v. The hammor hang~, at rest, with its face 
just touching anothcr steel bar "the anvil 11 also let into 
the wa.11 about ; _', directly in tho centre of the vain. 

A ta:pper test is rn.ado by holding back the head about 
1/4" (insertion of a poncil as a gauge) and allowing it 
to strike once, f'reely, when the pencil !s ~emoved. Five 
such taps are made. Then f ive more are run, using a 
gauge about la thiok in place of the pencil. Five more 
are then made, using a gauge about 2n long. Finally, the 
·2° gauge is s .et and removed and the tapper falls are 
allowed · to decay. See p. 2, Appenàix II. appJ est 
from the 1° gauge is equivalent to d_ropping _ ounce from 
a height of 2 1/411

• This gives sanie idea of the high 
conductivity of the rocks of the east· side for elastie 
waves. 

The offsets on the records, caused· by the tappar 
test, vary according to the distance from tapper to hole. 
They are also a funct ion of the efficiency of cvery part 
of the circuit concerned. The tapper fails --to record 
for some of t he more dista::.1t holes in Sec. 6. For these • 
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a test is made by striking the vein ten strokes with a 
carpenter' s hammer. However, the tap record from any 
gi ven hole soon beca:nes a matter of experience. If the 
easily-applied test fails to gi ve the characteristic 
response for any hole, it shows that some part of the 
system is not in order and steps are taken at once to 
remedy the trouble, 

(5) Calibration: 

To permit the offsets on one record to be compared 
with those on anoth.er, it is necessary to have equally 
efficient transduci:ng and amplifying equipment throughout 
each channel. The ohief sources of variation are: · 

(a) the transducing efficiency of the geophone. 

(b) the overall gain of the amplif 1er. 

{c) the friction at the writing stylus. 
-

( d) the placement of the geophone. 

Steps are taken to secure comparable standard conditions 
for the first three of these ana. an optimum placement in 
case ( d). · 

(A) The geophones are tcsted underground just before 
being placed in service. A dry, bootleg hale, E47, 
in 4702E2, about 75 1 from the doghouse,- is used to 
house a particularly good geophone, G27. This ·geo
phone records daily froni this hole on track 5B, It 
receives the tapper test dail~~affording a check 
that the geophone is • not deteriorating from its 
initial good quality. To test a new geophone, the 
procedure is as follows: 

(a) Tapper test for G27 in H47 on 5B. 

(b} Replace G27 by Gx (the geophone to be 
tested) in Ii!,f-7. 

(c) Tapper test for Gx in H47 on SB. 

If (c) is less than (a), Gx is reset 
slightly more forward or back in the hale and 
the test repeated. If, after several trials, 
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i t is always le:Js than 2/3 the amplitude of 
(a), it is discarded, 

(d) Replace Gx by G27 in H47. 

(e) Tapper test for G27 in H47 on 5B. 

If (a) and (0) are the same, it is assumed 
that G27 is back in i ts optimum. setting. If 
not, G27 is reset until the test is satisfactory 
( see (D) below). · .In no test yet made, bas any 
geophone .. quite equalled G27. Most of them run 
about 2/3 the oorresponding amplitudes, 

(B) The overall gain of the amplifier is tested by 
an oscillator, by means of which a 1000-c.ycle pulse, 
of standard duration and amplitude, is fcd into the 
input socket and made to record, The procedure . 
followed for this calibration is given in full in 
Appendix II. 

(C) The friction at the writing styl~s has been a 
problem which has been t he subject of many experi
ments, · The problem was not solved qui t0 satis
factorily until about tho rn,.d. of March, 1944, It 
will be discussed in the next report. 

(D) The placement of the geophone is a mat ter for 
experiment. If a geophone loses efficiency (due 
to infiltration of moisture or other cause), it is 
replaced b ~r another geophone, tested as in (A) above. 
If the tapper test s hows the circuit less efficj_ent 
than it wa.s before the former geophone fe.iled, the 
new geophone is reseated by being pulled forward 
or pushed back a little in the hale. If the new 
geophone was shown by the tapper test to be compar
able with the old one when it was installed, the 
placement experiments are expected to succeed in 
producing equivalent results i'rom such tests, Some
times they fail to be as good the day the geophone 
is installed; but, if it is left on its best setting. 
it usually has become of equal efficienoy after a 
day in place. · It is hard to say just why this should 
be, but experience shows it to be a fact that geo
phones tend to increase in efficiency, as ·revealed 
by tapper tests, after a day in service, See also 
Note 3, p. 6, Appendix II. 
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(6) Line Trouble: 

Considerable trouble has been exp erienced from 
time to time, wi th varions long connccting lines, · These 
are nearly all made of armoured BXL cable vv.i th No, 14 
wirc conductors and load shield. It is impossible to · 
string these in a drift and have them loft striotly ~s 
placed. Mining opcrations r0sult in the lines being 
movcd. Accidents happen: ore cars sway and eut cables, 
timbers fall and break or stretch them. If a single 
brea.k occurs in the lead shield, trouble shows upas 
25-cycle disturbance at the stylus as soon as moisture 
gets through the shield. 

One of the worst cases experienced has been the 
line to H51 in 4701E6. This line was eut on two separ
ate occasions by a swaying mine car. It was moved 
several times as chutes were built or timbers replaced. 
The ground potential irarles considerably from point to 
point in this drift, with the result that it takes very 
little to put the line out of service. 

Assuming that geophone-ground characteristics 
might contribute to line trouble, a series of experi
ments was run in November to determine th0 effect of 
various combinations of grounds in the geophone. That . 
is: the centre tap of the transformer might or might 
not bo grounded. The shield of the line might or might 
net be electrically connected to the geophône case. 
The crystal m.ight or might not be grounded, After many 
tests of all possible combinations it wa tound best 
to electrically connect line _ e and geophone case · 
and leave the centre tap of he transformer ungrounded. 
It made no difference vvhether the crJrstal ,AJas insulated 
or not. 

Many hou.ra have been spent keeping this and other 
lines in service • . Add to that the many adjustments 
necessary to maintain the recorders at peal<: efficienoy 
and the experiments required to eliminate troubles ot 
one kind and another. The result is sufficient to show 
that the following must be accepted as a neoessary con
clusion: In anz_ final, regular ;program of ~rotection 
the daily checkup must be made by means of istenin5 
eguipment, not recorders. 
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(7) Reduction of Records: 

In general, three re-0ords (2 track), each about 
40' long, are brought up each morning. Sometimes there 
is a supplementary experimentai record (No. 2). Some
times the recorder (3AB) on the 4450'-level is allowed 
to run on schedule if the activity is high. All these 
records are booked and filed (see p. 8 and Fig. 1 of 
Report No. 10); but only three record~acks} are 
put through the routine reduction pro ram. As time 
switches are used to connect each o two holes alter
nately each half hour on each track, the recordsgive 
data from 12 hales, The day-by-day notes of the work 
are kept in a specially-designed logbook in which all 
dâ.ily instrumental set-ups are quickly and easily re
oorded in tabular form, together with covering mèmo
randa, and in the diaries of Hallick and Hodgson. All 
times are recorded in Eastern War Time on the 24 hr. 
system beginning at midnight. 

The work of reducing the records to data which 
can be considered typical of conditions for the hales 
and times concerned is tedious and somewhat difficult 
to outline~ ·However, fqr anyone who may be interested 
the procedure is given in 'full detail in Appendix VI. 

It will suffice here to note that. an a.m. and p.m,. 
recording count is obtained and plotted on a graph for 
each of 12 holes. A sample graph, that for _January, 
1944, app.ears as Fig, 4. Similar graphs are made of 
the listening counts 1 The blasting data (number of 
hales and amount of powder used) are also tabulated 
and plotted. · 

In spite of the fact that no lapse has occurred 
in the regular reduction '. of all data obtained, the 
tact remains that, for the period covered by this 
report, no case has been found w.here warning snaps 
have oocurred at any ho~e in the east side progra.m; 
There has béen, however, -only one o'coasion ln that 
time vmen the reoording was going on a sufficient time 
before the burst to permit of a preliminary record. 
(The bursts noted on the graphs of Fig, 4 · occurred at 
blasting time, just as the sets turned onf) Moreover, 
these bursts are due to slippage on fault planes 
which have hung up, due to static fr i ction, at 
some unknovm place in the walls. The elastic rebound 
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at the time of the bu.rst shakes down loose in ·some 
opening crossed by the fault affected. But, not know
!ng where the hang-up occurred, it cannot be known 
Whether a geophone wa.s near enough to record it, 

This is the real problem: In the case of slip 
bursts, is there an.Y'_Vhere a build-ut of pressure and 
a h1~ rate of snafins before the urst? If so, how 
may at p'oint be etermined? 

This is the most outstanding problem at the time 
of the closing of this report. A series of new experi
ments are now being undertaken to salve it. Their .dis
cussion must be reserved for the next report, 

(8) Rockbursts Registered: 

A tabulation of the rockbursts detected in Lake 
Shore Mines during the period of this report is given 
in Appendix VII. It is to be noted that; of the 17 
bursts so localized, all but four occurred in the 
block of ground now under investigation. Of the un
located bursts (more than 120 in that time), it is 
known from record indications that most of them ocourred 
in that- same block of ground. Listening experience 
shows that this section of the mine is -the most con
sistently active. Tt appears from the experience so 
far gained that the 4700î-level is the best rockburst · 
laboratory available in the mine at this time. There 
seems to be no reason to regret the choice of locale 
nor to wish for a more promising place to study. It 
has be·come necessary to recognize the fact of slip 
bursts and to direct every effort to selve the special 
problems connected with this type of disturbance. 

(9) Technical Contacts: 

Hodgson visited Mineville, N.Y., April 26-29, to 
see the application of the subaudible method. by Obert 
and his staff to the removal of pillars in an iron · 
mine. The opportunity for discussion was excellent 
and the exchange of ideas and experience mas~ helpful. 
He also attended the meeting in Toronto on June 3, 1943, 
of the Rockburst Committee of the Ontario Mining Associ
ation. Contacts such as these are most stimulating, 
yielding new view:points and suggesting fresh points of 
attack. 
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t1r Douglas Donald, a graduate student of Princeton 
University spent about ten days at Lalce Shore in June. 
He was gathering material for a thesis on rockbursts 
which he has since written. 

' ' 
The program at Lake Shore \-.ras inspected for several 

days in January by Ivir. A. H. W. Busby and Mr. c. D. M. 
Chisholm of · the Consolidated Mining a.nd Smelting Corp. 
of Trail, B,C. 

(10) Lectures and Papers: 

During the period covered by this report the 
following talks on rockbursts have been given by Hodgson: 

(a) Progress report nnockburst Researcha before 
Section nr of the Royal Society of Canada at 
the annual meet5-ng :tn MaJr, 194·3, at Hamilton, 
Ont. 

( b) Radio talk 0Vfüa t is a Rockburst" g i ven over 
station CJKL (Kirkland Lake) September 7, 1943. 

( c) Invitation lecture nRecent Developments in 
the Rockburst Problem11 before the Mining Section 
of the National Safety Council at their annual 
meeting in October, at Chicago, Ill. 

The papers published durinG the same period are 
as follows: 

(a) 11What is a Rockburst:r (text of radio talk (b) 
ab ove), · Northern _Nows, p, 1, Kirkland Lake, Sept-;· 
9, 1943; also printe d in Northern Iv1iner, 102-103, 
Christmas Humber, Toronto, 1943, and in Journal, 
Royal Astr-onomical Society of Canada, Vol. 38, 
No. 1, 1-lb, Toronto, Jan., 1944. 

(b) "Recent Develo:pments in Rockburst Researeh 
at Lake Shore Mines~', Bulletin, Canadian•· Insti
tute of Mining and Metallurgy, No, 377, 313-324, 
Montreal, Sept., 1943; also printed with the 
title :inockburst Research at Lake Shore 12 in The 
~ining Mafazine, Vol. 70, No. 2, 116-118, London; 
Feb., 194 • 
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( c) "Recen.t Developments in the Rockburst Pro
blem" ( text of lecture ( c) above), .Transactions, 
1943, National Safety Council (not yet in print), 
Chicago, 1943. 

Dominion Observatory, Ottawa, 
April 22, 1944 

Ernest A. Hodgson. 



APPENDIX I 

0 

Several points have been raised, which were not olear 
to those charged with inaugurating the Underground Service 
Program. After these points had been thoroughly discussed, 
the following memorandum was prepared which may be put on 
record as a further amend.ment to the conclusions of September, 
1943, (see I(?) of this Report.) 

{l) Basic Assumptions, to be Subjected to Experimental 
Test: 

It must be remembered that the entire program is 
based on the suggestion mad·e independently by the wri ter 
and others, that faint, sub-audib'le snapping may be 
generated in rock subjected to serious strain and that, 
if such snapping is found to occur, will probably indi
oate a focus of pressure if, as is to be anticipated, 
it proves to be localized. Further it may offer' a means 
of prediction, if it develops a sufficiently long time 
before the pressure becomes oritical, The equipment and 
its disposition in the mine, together with the routine 
and handling of data have been designed to subject the 
above suggestions to the test of experiment. 

(2) Sub~Audible Snap~ing Has Been Praved to Exist and to 
Attenuate at Short Distances and 1s Tentatlvely 
Assumed to Indicate Strain: 

The experiments by Obert in u.s. Mines, experience 
at Frood on October 20, 1942, and all subsequent work 
at Laké Shore .Mines shows that the statement of para
graph 3, Page 3t Appendix III, of Report No. 9 is true 
for all the mines in which experiments have been con
ducted, Beyond all doubt, faint, sub-audible noises 
are generated sometin1es in rock which is about to burst 
or which is presumably (not proved in every case') in a 
state of serious strain. There is still the question, 
does it always develop? At any rate, when they occur, 
these noises are real, not static or instrumental, and 
oan be heard over one line when they are recording on 
another, when the geophoncs are adjacent in the lay-out . 
Avery good exemple (among thousands) occurred bètween 
5 and 5:30 a.m. on February 12, Snaps counted as distant
local typo on other lines oould in many cases be seen 
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to record on H40. 

(3) Significance of the Rate ot Snapping: 

It is tent.atively assumed that the rate of incidence 
of the localized high-pitched snapping varies directly 
with increasing strain. Linearity is not asstlllled; in
deed, the change of rate is suspected of accelerating as 
the strain approaches a critical value. There has been 
no proof to the contrary as yet, but such noises did 
develop prier to the burst in 4201Wl0 on July 2.5, 1942; 
in 3800 and 3900 geophones in the v10st pillar in January. 
1943; and in three cases where geophones were near a 
point where a sill was ta.ken out and where presmnably 
{debatable ?) the strain was great. 

(4) That Extraneous Noises are Not a Serious Handioap: 

The recorders are very sensitive and one can make 
many different kinds of noises by many different means, 
which are heard and even registered at considerable dis
tances. However, if the statements of paragraphs (2) 
and (3) above are accepted, t ·hese noises do not need to 
cause any anxiety. The occasional snapping, occurring 
admittedly from time to time within a radius of, say, a 
thousand feet of a geophone, do without doubt often 
register and can ene y be heard in the earphones. 
But experience hows that these counts are never high 
and are far from being looalized, It is tentatively as
sumed by the writer that, until the counts are localized 
and high they may be disregarded so far as the existence 
of strain foci is conoerned, at least within the range of 
the geophone emplacernents. There is no proof to the con
trary and _there is mu.oh evidence to support the assumption. 
So far as man-made and machine-made noises a:re ·oonoerned, . 
they are easily recognized ae such, bath on the recordera 
and when heard. This includes the cases where rock runs 
or caves are registered and/or heard. 

(.5) The Routine Counts May Have Va~: 

It is assumed that much o:r the ger,i.eral sna:pping is 
due to the adjustment of blocks of ground o"! various 
sizes and that the continuance of such snapping is, if 
anything, a sign that localized pressure is not developing. 
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The assumption has not been proved, but it is felt that , 
however laborious it may be, tabulations of all counts 
and a study of their simultaneity from de.y to day shoulcl 
be carried through until experience has given a complete
ly satisfe.ctory record (or records) of a burst - (or bursts). 
There is some indication that simultaneous snapping does 
deorease as localized snapping develops. 

(6) Geologic Structure May Affect the Co~ts: 

This has been proved to be the case. It is proposed 
to examine the geologic structure by means of the port
able tapper. according to a plan developed for this ex
press purpose. Experience would lead the writer to think 
that, in some cases, structure has a serious effect and 
that in others it has not. 

As an example of the former, it-~may be noted that 
H46 is in 4701FA- and H40 is in 4701E3. Es.ch hale 1s 30 
ft. deep and in the south wa.11 of the drift. They are 
about 135 feet (paced) apart. In November, 1943, H46 
had high counts and H40 low. Now H40 has- high counts 
and H4G low in spite of the fact that H46 is much nearer 
to a working stope than is H40. It would be most in
structive · to have a series of 30 ft. hales, drilled about 
30 ft. a.part, i'rom a point about 30 ft. west of H40 to 
a point about ;o ft. east of H46. Then a study could be 
made using the portable listening equipment in these holes 
when the regular record~ showed a marked difference in 
the counts from the two hales. 

As a further example -of a hale which seems isolated, 
one might cite H.54 (4702E6) which somet:imes develops both 
local and general snapping which does net register well 
on other geophones, 

To sum up: If and when geologic structure seems 
to be interferring with the counts, experiments should 
be conducted with the tapper and by drilling to determine 
where the geophone(s) should be installed to protect any 
gi von stope. 

(7} Evidence for Prediction Lacking: 

In the west pillar, localized snapping registered 
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in 1ncree.singly higher ·counts for some days prier to the 
burst of January 29, 1943. · But on the east side ·, to 
date, there has net been a singl~ case of a burst occur
ring, where a geophone was within 75 to 100 ft. and where 
listening or recprding wa.s going on · prior to the bu1·st. 

Furtheimore, the most that can be expected fram this 
method, even if it proves as $Uccessful as can reasonably 
be anticipated, is that it will iridicate points of criti
cal pressure. The factors which combine to cause a burst 
are so ·man·: ·'· a d-· so unknown that all one could reasonably 
sa s that a danger point exists if the count becomes 
ocalized and active. Possibly, long experience with 

properly-plaoed equipment would :help to segregate the 
acutely crittcal from the critic~l cases, Certainly the 
contribution of ~xperienced .minëra must carry much weight 
i,n deciding how a focus of critiéal strain should be 
tr.eated. The method can only stàte that such a focus 
~xists and indice.te when it ceases to be critical. 
~ . 

(8) ~ualificatiçns for Listenin5: 

It is the considered anq. firm opinion o'.f the w,riter 
that the problems raised with regard to the possiple 
need for peculiar listening powe:rs :tn observera need not 
be a source of great concern. The questions have euggested 
a special type of filter which, if successful, will be 
extremely useful in deoiding whether the localized snap
ping goes up at a higher rate than the general type and 
i t will permit an analysis of the spectrum of :f'requencies 
to find out what range is the most informative for listen
ing and recording. But, even if fully successful, the 
counts can only tell where the critical points are, not 
whether they will .- burst. · 

Experience shows that, when the counts are high 
there are always present a large percentage of localized 
snaps, i,e, very high· counts are never wholly general. 
All counts may ,rise in a certain section of the mine but 
only the ·po_int ·or cri tical strain will show itery high 
counts. 

Two men, equipped re~pectively with the present type 
instrument and with the hypothetical filter · design, under 
the same -' ei rcumstances, would bring back the sa.me reports 
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of critical conditions which might or might not burst, 
But, if suoh points are systematically detected and are 
studied as to their history under varioRs circumstances, 
by bath miners and geophysicists, experience should, in 
time, permit some gradation in estimating the degree of 
menace to be assigned any newly detected focal point. 
The only qualifications a listener must have, so far as 
the frequency question is concerned, are good hearing 
and I?,_ersistent Eatience, 

Kirkland Lake, Ont. 
February 24, 1944. 



AP:PENDIX II 
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Calibration n outine 
000 

Each of the four Obert Sets is to be calibrated regular
ly once a week. The test records are to be carefully anno
tated, with full notes written legibly on the actual tapes. 
Th0se are then to be mounted in the covers provided, the 
latter being endorsed with th0 data roquired by the printed 
form.. The tests are to be fil0d, sorially and chronologi-
cally, in the file cases provided. · 

The Set to be calibrated must _ bo thoroughly warmed up 
before calibration begins. The amplifiers are not to be 
turnod off ·throughout the procedure. Wh.en not in actual use, 
the record0r should be turncd off at its own switch. In the 
case of long interruptions, the unconnected filter switch(es) 
of the channel(s) not under examination may be turned off. 
These leave the Set warmed up but shut off the impulses to 
the styli and stop the motor. In the case of long interrup
tions to tbe calibration of Sets 2 ana. 3, the recorder switch 
should be turned off and the main attenuator(s) set at in
finity. 

A full calibration series i nvolves: 

I. Initial Test by Master Tapper. 
II. I nitial Test by Oscillator. 

III. Adjustments of the Set (indica ted as 
necessary b7 t ~e i nitial tests). 

IV. Final Test by Oscillator. 
V. Final Test by Master Tapper. 

For all tests and adjustments, t he input (from geophone 
or oscillator as the case may be) is to be divided between 
the two channels by means of the special input divider whieh 
permits switching , to each of t he two channels of a Set, 
either the standard geophone or the oscillator. This saves 
considerable time in making connections and permits the tests 
of t h e two channels to record simultaneously, t hus racili
tating comparisons. 

Before making a tapper test, care must be taken to see 
t hat the hammer of the master tapper is in adjustment; t he 
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:f'inished face of the hammer head ·toward nnd just grazing the 
end of the anvil rod, and the long axis of the head parallel · 
to and central with that of the rod. A standard tapper-test 
series consists of five taps in each of the first three cases 
below, the ham:rner bcing allowed to fall freely from the in
dicated initial positions and (except for the decay test) 
caught on the first rebound after each initial tap. For each 
tap, the head is to he set in position on a distance gauge, 
which is then to be withdrawn vertically downward, without 
imparting any further offset or side play to the hammer. If 
the tapper adjustments and the technique of gauge withdrawal 
are correct, there shourd be very little vibration in the 
supporting rod of the hammer, even for the 2 in. fall. 

A standard tapper-test series consists of the following: 

(1) Five free falls from 1/4 in. displacement. 
(2) Five free falls from 1 in. displacement. 
(3) Five free falls from 2 in. displacement. 
(4) Decay taps from an initial 2 in. displacement. 

The order of this program has been designed with some 
oare so that a record may be preserved of the characteristics 
of the Set after a weekVs recording and before any adjustments 
are made, together with a record of i-ts characteristics a:f'ter 
all adjustments are completed. Hence the order of the routine 
procedure should be c-losely followed as outlined below. 

Routine Procedure 
0000 

Be:f'ore starting a calibration, make sure that there is . no 
gross defect in the equipment and that the styli are in ad• 
justment, having a minimum of friction with the tape and writing 
throughout the entire width of the throw. Then oonnect the 
standard geophone and the oscillator to the input divider and 
connect the latter to the A and B channels- c,f the Set to be 
calibrated. Vlith these preliminaries comploted the record is 
to be endorsed with the Initial Annotations as follows: 

(1) The date. 
(2) The number of the .Set under calibration. 

*(3) The settings of the three dials .(A and B 
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writer-gain potontiomot ors aJ1d the bias
gain potentiometer) at the front of the 
s0cond (P) unit of the Set, road by means 
of the small m.irror providod (see Notes 1 
and 2). 

(4) The initials of the oporator. 

*I. Initial Tapper Test: 

With the standard geophone properly installed in H47 
(see Note 3) and connocted through the input divider to 
the warmed-up Set to be calibrated, adjust bath main at-· 
tenuators to lODb.t start the recorder and put on a stan
dard tapper test series. 

II. Initial Oscillator Test: 

Vfith the oscillator switched through the input .. 
divider to the Set, adjust bath main attènuators to 45Db. 
and, on the oscillator, set the pulse-time dial at Mark 
14 and the pulse-amplitude dial at Mark 26. Plug in the 
oscillator to the AC supply and give five distinct, stan~ 
dard pulses by operating the push button switch on the 
oscillator (see Note 4). Set both main attenuators to 
40Db. and repeat the above; again resetting· the attenu
ators and repeating for, successively, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 
10, 5, and ODb. {On some channels thé setting at ODb. 
cannot be run through, due to oscillation.) If the set 
is properly adjusted, the successive groups of offsets, 
recorded through each of the two channels, should pro
gressively increase fi'om 45Db. to 15Db., bo about the 
sam.e at lODb. ~s at 15Db., and then decrease through 5Db. 
ta ODb. · . 

III. Adjustmerits: 

(la) Switch on the standard geophone through the input 
divider to the Set. This must be done under 
regular operating conditions, i.e. before work 
begins in the mine. Set the main attenuators 
at lODb. and record for about 10 sec, Then, 
with the attenuators at lODb. and the tape 
running, put on a r egular bias test as follows: 

Increase the bias u.ntil the styli are 
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both in contact with the inner bUL~pors. 
Allow the record to run for 10 sec. Then 
slowly decroaso the bias until the first 
stylus just leavos lts innor bumper. Allow 
to record for 10 sec. Thon further slowly 
decrease the bias until the seco'nd stylus 
just leaves its inner bumpor and allow to 
record for 10 sec. 

This series of four runs of 10 sec. each may be termed 
the Initial Bias Record, This gives a record of the bias 
setting before an.y adJustments have been made. 

(lb) Then set the main attenuators to infinity with the 
recorder turned off. After increasing the bias 
until the styli are resting on the inner bumpers, 
slowly decrease the bias. The two styli should 
leave their inner bumpers at the sarae time. If 
they do not, the trouble ma.y be caused by lack of 
balance in the pair of 6F6 tubes (the pair at the 
back on the left hand side of the second unit of 
the Set). Try interchanging them. If this does 
not correct the trouble, it may be necessary to 
try out other 6F6 tubes until a matched pair is 
found, which will permit the styli to leave the 
inner hum.pers together. 

As a last resort, and only if necessary, try . 
interchanging the 6ZY5G tubes (the pair second to 
the back on the left hand sido of the second unit 
of the Set). This s hould not mako any difference. 
If i t does, try to match a pair and, if this cannot 
be done, the Set will have to be brought to surface 
for cheoking. 

vVhen the Set is adjusted so that the styli begin 
to move out from the inner bum.pers at practically 
the same time, start the tape and record a bias 
test, the attenuators being left set at infinity. 
This series of three runs of 10 sec. each may be 
oalled the Adjusted Bias Record. 

(2) Switch on the oscillat~or through the input divider 
to the Set. If the impulses from the oscillator 
did not record the same through both channels for 
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for each of t:.10 given atten1.2.ation settings in Sec
tion II abovc, it may be- dt~.e to lack of uniformity 
between the two tubes (6B8G), which m.ay be identi
fied as the pair of tubes ncarest the front on the 
left hand side of the second unit of the Set. It 
may be necessary to replace one or bath of these. 
If they are good, thore should be some slight re
cord at 4.5Db. when the writer-gain potentiometers 
are properly set (see paragraph noxt below), but a 
tube need not be discarded if thero is no record 
until 40Db. 

If the tubes arc balanced and the writer-gain 
potentiometer settings are correct, the offsets at 
lODb. should each be just full scale. If they are 
not, set each of the main attenuators successively 
to lODb. (with the othar at infinity) and, in each 
case, adjust the corresponding -writcr-gain potentio
motor so that a standard pulse from the oscillator 
just barely makos the stylus tap the outer bumper. 
This may be terraod the Adjustod Maximum. Wb.en both 
are adjustcd, start the tape and record simultaneous
ly this Adjustod Maximum with both attonuators at 
lODb. 

(3) Switch on the standard geophono throu.gh tho input 
dividcr to the Set, adjust the o.ttenu.ators at lODb. 
and repoat tho bias tost. Loavc the bias-gain · 
potentiomotor at this sotting (soo again Note 2). 
Due to differcncos in th0 noise lovol on tho two 
channols, it is usually not :possible to have tho 
·styli loavo the innor bur....ipors togethor undor oper
ating conditions, but thcy should do so with the 
main attenuators sot · at infinity. This scries of 
three runs of 10 sec. oach may be callcd the Final 
Bias Record. This gives a record of the bias 
setting after all adjustmcnts . have becn made. 

IT. Final Osoillator Test: 

With the oscillator connected and adjusted as in II 
above, repeat the routine of that test. If it is not 
satisfactory and if the suggosted adjustmonts do not per
mit a satisfactory calibration, the Sot must be brought 
to surface for checking. If the test is satisfactory, 
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proceed at once with V below. 

-V. Final Tapper Test: 

With the standard geophone connected and the attenu
ators adjusted as in I above, repeat the standard tapper 
tests there outlined. 

The Final Annotations are now to be made, as follows: 
Write, on the tape, the final settings of the three poten
tiometer dials{*) and add any memoranda which should ac-· 
company the record, such as changes in tubes or major ad
justments. Then re-connect the regular input geophones, 
set _ the attenuators to lODb, and restore the Set to operation. 

NOTES 
000000000 

(1) Throughout the abov~ instructions, the sections markeâ 
with an asterisk are to be am.itted in testing Set 3. 

(2) Do not re-adjust any of the potentiometer dials at any 
time without completely re-calibrating the Set. 

(3) Proper placement of the standard geophone requires: 
that all projecting wax bo removed from the screw 
heads in the side of the geophone; that it be 
positioned, with screws down, at the back of the 
test hole (H47); and that it be well seated by being 
dravm. forward by the cnble and pushed baclcward with 
the loading pole several t:imos ovor the back 12 in. 
of the hole. If the geophono was properly placed 
when installed, i ts setting noed not be ch·ecked be
fore calibration; and, indeod, it should be in place 
without further adjustment at least a day previous 
to -calibration. 

(4) In operating the push button switch on the oscillator, 
care must be taken to push it firmly and vertically 
down the full depth of its run, to hold it down longer 
than the pulse time and to release it suddenly. Do 
not try to put on the five offsets too rapidly. 

(5) A complete calibration should include only the ten 
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essential records, namely: 

Initial Annotations 
Initial Tapper Test 
Initial Oscillator Test 
Initial Bias Record 
Adjusted Bias Record 

Adjusted Maximum 
Final Bias Record 
Final Oscillator Test 
Final Tapper Test 
Final Annotations. 

If any extra records are included, which were made 
in error or as tentative tests in adjustment, cross 
thom out in pencil as they are made. If very much 
tape is included in these extra records, eut out the 
superfluous section(s) and join up the tapa before 
booking it for filing. 

(6) In coBparing offsets, it is to be noted particula.rly 
that amplitude is to be measured from the operati~ 
zero, which may be displaced from the zëro near te 
inner bumper due to a high noise level on the line. 
This difference will not cause trouble except at 
high gain settings of the main attenuators when using 
the oscillator or when mnking tests in which the re
oording gcophone lines are f 00dlng the Set. 

Ottawa, February 22, 1944. E,A.H. 
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On December 1, 1942, the practice was adopted of turn- · 
ing in a daily report of activity in the section of the mine 
under investigation. At first these notes were given only 
to Mr, Blomfield, The service was gradually expanded by re
quest. At the close of the period · •covered by this Report a 
single copy is turned in to the office ea.ch morning. Typed 
copies of this are made and distributed to the officers con
cerned. 

Three different forms have been used in these reports, 
being changed to meet new conditions or to include fürther 
data. A copy of the form used since December 27, 1943, is 
shown in this Appendix. The following text v~s supplied to 
eaoh pers on reoeiving the da.ily reports. It will serve.-· here 
to make clear the nature of the observations made during the 
listening period. · 

Explanation of Form 

{l) H c Hole Nuin.bers, arranged in the order of: (a) lev
els-(44.50,4.575,4700,4825); (b) drifts (north,south}; 
(c) sections (2,3,4,6). - Except H3?, all holes are in 
the south wall; each is 30! deep. The locations, ar
ranged for reference convenience in serial order of 
hole numbers, are as follows: 

Hole Location Hol.e Location 
36 4402E3 *46 4701E4 

*37 4402E3 847 4702E2· 
:;8 4401E3 48 4,502E6 

0 39 4702E3 49 · 4401E6 
40 4701E3 50 4.501E6· 
41 4802E3 .51 4701E6 .. 
4'2 4801E3 .52 4802E6· 
4:, 4.502~ s, 4801E6 
44 4,501E3 .54 4702E6 

*4.5 4.501E4 

• Not in oable hook~up but available for uije with listening 
· eq uipment. 

• Lost due to mining operations~ e Houses current rererence
geophone ·~ and used as location far test i ng geophones, 
but run in reoording set-up. 
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( 2) Time + Period: e. g. 5: 18-2 indicates that listen--· 
ing began at 5:18 a.m. and continued for 2 min. net 
(exclusive of interference or salves which interr"üpted 
and were allowed for but net counted through). 

(3) C.P.M. Count "! ::i Average oount per minute to nearest 
~alue on scale running: O, O+, 10-, 10, 10+, 20-, 20, 
20+, etc. where, for exemple, 20- means definitely less 
than 20 but nearer 20 than 10; 20 means so nearly 20 
that one cannot say less or more; and 20+ means definite
ly more than 20 but nearer to 20 than to 30, etc. 

(4) ~: G = General (major adjustment, registered on 
moretlian one recording line); L = Local (pressure snap 
f'rom focus presumably less than 75v distant); D = Dis
tant-local (pTessure snap from a focus presumably more 
than 75' and less than 250' distant). 

(5) Ocnce = Occurrence: C = Continuous (throughout 
listening period); 0 = Occasional (briet, isolated, 
intermittent); S = Sporadic (continuous for intermittent 
short intervals during the listening period). 

{6) Enbsi = Energy: C = Craokly (lively, small, sounding 
like risk pine fire); D = Dull (low-pitched, usually 
indicative of . distant general snaps); F = Faint (usually 
associated with distant-local snaps); H = Heavy (having 
considerable energy, full scale on recorders. very loud 
in phones, sometimes audible without equipment but not 
always); S = Snappy (not necessarily loud, but lively, 
high-pitched snaps, usually local); T = Tearing (local 
snaps which sound like tearing of silk, or like similar 
tearing cracks running across a hard-frozen ice surface). 

Note: If more than one type occurs, all will be entered, 
--oie occurrence and energy indications being in the same 

order. For example: L:D:G O:C:S C~F:H indi
cates that the snapping ~~s made up of local type, oc
curring occasionally and sounding crackly; of distant
local, occurring continuously and being faint; and of 
general snaps occurring sporadically and sounding very 
sharp and loud. 

(7) Interfrnce, c, O = Interference, causes and occurrence: 
B = Blasting; c--= ërusher; E = Electri_.cal; H = Hum (2.5 
cycle, etc.); M = Man-made; O = Ore rune in ore passes. 
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not associated vdth filling of skip; P = Pulsations 
(fan, pump, etc.); S = Skip; U = Unknown cause. No en
try indicates absence of all interference. Multiple 
causes, and their manner of occurrence are entered as 
explained for types in Note above. 

(8) S = Salvos (presumably small strain bursts accom
panied by rock falls in stop es). Number occurring while 
listening is here indicated, Counts do not include 
salvo runs. 

( 9) Operator• s Tentative Opinion of Candit ions: High 
counts are not the only criterion of danger indications, 
After a listening period, the operator is in a position 
to give a tentative opinion on conditions which will 
supplement the quoted counts. This opinion must be 
recognized as subject to modification after studying 
the records and blasting reports. 

(10) Equipment Remarks: Notes indicating changes in hook
up, troubles found and corrected, etc, 

(11) Record numbers (top of form) indicate those removed 
at close of the listening period here reported. 
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Test Hales Assigned to Rock Burst Research 
00 

........................................................................................................................ 
H DD Date Location !\ 

and Wall ' Depth Remarks .................................................................................................................. · .............. 
31 3744 Nov. 6 '4-2 3908W-7-S 29' 6 " Replaoed H30, A 
32 3808 Feb, i'43 4201W-.5·-S .51' o" Diagonal. B 
33 3829 Feb. 2 94·3 3801w-6-s .51' 0 7t Tiiagona.l. C 
34 3780 Jan. 15'43 4?01E-"2-S 14-0' 1 Tl ,ao up. D 
35- 3é79 Jan. 13t43 4701E•3-.S 164' 7rr 30° up. E 
36 3 76 May 2.5'43 4402E-3-S 29' 0" Fairly solid. F 
37 3877 May 25 943 4402E~3-N 28' 911 . Fairly sol id. G 
38 3878 May 27'43 · 4401E-.}-S 39' .5 t; Broken ground. H 
39 }881 May 29'43 4702E-3-S 32' u lt Some seams, I 
40 3882 May 29'43 4i01E-3-S 29' ; " Fair ground. J. 
41 3879 May 28'43 4 02E-3-S 30' 0 If Some seams. K 
42 .3880 May ·28 t 43 4801E-3-S 32' on Fair ground. L 
43 3883 ;May 31'43 4.502E-3-S 30' on Good ground. M 
44 3884 June 1 '4 3 4 .5 0 lE-3-S JO' 7" B;t'oken ground. N 
4.5 3899 June 23 '4 3 4.501E-4-S. 30' 9" Good ground. 0 
4b ;901 June 24'43 4701E-4-S 30' on Broken ground. p 

1' 6 ., 47 · pn r;, - 4702E-2·-S ., Bootleg, Q 
48 ~974 Nov. 20'43 4.502E-6~s 30 î 2n Badly broken. R 
49 3975- Nov~ 20 943 4401E--6--s 30? Q,'7 Broken ground. s 
.50 3976 Nov, 23'43 4_501E-6-S . 30 V ln Badly broken • T 
51 3977 Nov, 2~ 943 4701E-"6·-S 30' 4- ~, Broken ground. u· 
.52 3978 Nov. 23'43 4802E-6·-S JÜV 2:; Badly broken. V 
.53 39i·9 Nov. 24-' 4 3 4801E-·6-·-S 30 1 0" . Badl:y broken. w 
.54 39 O Nov • 26'43 4702E-6-S 30î 0 if Fair ground. X .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . ' ............ ,. .................. 

Note: The date gi ven is that of complet:i.on of the drilling. 

Â. DD3744 H3l Drilling began Nov. 6; finished Nov. 6'42, · 
O' - 10' Badly shattered :por:phyry; 12 pulls; 2" to 4tt 

ground core at each pull. 
10' - 29'6" Por:phyry; not badly broken up; 7 pulls. 

B. DD3808 H32 Drilling began Feb. 7; finished Feb. ?'4}~ 
.51' No log ke:pt. Drilling done on Sunday, and 

hurriedly to avoid interference with 
regular work. Hole drilled SW at 45° 
angle with line of drift in effort to 
get geoph·one into ground burst on 
Jan. 29'43, 

C. DD3829 H33 Drilling began Feb~ 28; finished Feb, 28'43. 



.511 

D. DD3?80 H34 
140'1" 

E. DD3779 H3.5 
164'?" 

F. DD3876 H36 
O' - .5' 
6' - 18' 

18' - 29' 

2 

No log kept. See note B aoove, all of which· 
applies here. 

Drilling began Jan. 13; finished Jan, 1.5 1 43, 
Porphyry; no mention of shattering. Hale 

run 30° up. · 

Drilling began Jan. 9; finished Jan. 13'43, 
Same note as D. 

Drilling began May 24; finished May 2.5'4:,. 
Casing; no core recovered. 
Porphyry; "·not badly shattered; most pieces 

2n ta 6" long; nonnal for porphyry; .5 
pulls, with 2" to 811 of core missing at 
each pull. 

Core not saved. 

G. DD3877 H3? Drilling began May 2.5; finished May 2.5'43. 
O' .. .5' Casing; no core recovered. · 

H. 

I, 

J. 

6t - 28' 911 Porphyry; not badly shattered; 6 pulls. 

11' - 24' 

24' ~ 39t.5" 

DD3881 H39 
0' ... .5' 
O' .. 4' 

4' - 17' 

17 1 • 32' 

DD3882 H40 
O-' - .5' 
6' - 29 t,:;" 

Drilling began Ma.y 26; finished May 2?'4,. 
Casing; no core recavered. 
Seam at 14°; lost wator; ground badly broken 

to 11' ; much of co:re ground up; water . 
came back at 11 v. 

Core not badly broken up but about 2• lost 
by grinding ; 

Fairly solid porphyry; 3 pulls; rock sheared 
at 39' at a weak calcite break. 

Drilling began May 28; finished May 29•43, 
Casing; no core recovered . 
Porphyry crushed and broken ·into small pieces; 

3 pulls, 
Highly -altered porphyry with cherty break at 

1.5' 6"; 4 pulls, with a total of l?" of 
ground core. 

Slightly altered · porphyry; · not badly broken 
up but wi th a total of 30" of ground core; 
5 pulls, 

Drilling began May 29; f inished May 29' 43. 
Casing; no core recovered. 
Porphyry slightly altered and not badly 

broken up; 11 pulls, wi th a total of 56" 
of ground core, mostly in the first 14't 



K. 

L. 

N. 

o. 

P,. 

DD3879 H41 
O' - 5' 
6' .. 141 

DD3880 H42 
0' - 5' 
0 1 

- 14' 
14' ... 32' 

nn;883 H4; 
0 1 

- 5' 
0 1 - 18' 

18' • 30" 

DD3884 H44 
O' - 5 1 

O' - 17' 

3 

Drilling began May 27; finished May 28 1 4;. 
Casing; no c ore -·re covered. 
Three pulls; 2v6u ground core. 

Drilling began May 28; finished May 28'43. 
Casing; no core recovered. 
Fresh porphyry; not badly broken up; 6 pulls,. 
Porphyry; slightly altered; .5 pulls. 

Drilling bega.n May 31; finished May ;1'43, 
casing; no core recovered. 
Altered, sliW1tly silicified porphyry; 10 

pulls; .56 ground core. 
Porphp-y; core not badly broken up; 3 pulls; 

12 1

' ground core, 

Drilling began May 31; finished June 1 1 4;. 
Casing; no core recovered. 
Porphyry; badly broken up into pieces about 

2" or less; 8 pulls; .5-on ground core. 

17' .. 30 1 7n Porphyry; not be.dly broken up; 4 pulls; 26" 
ground core. 

DD38 99 H4.5 
O' - .5' 
0 1 • 18' 

18 1 :;o v 9° 

DD390l H46 
0 t .. 5 v 

O' • 7' 

Drilling began June 23; finished June 23 1 43. 
Casing. 
Porphyry; not mucb. altered or broken up.; 7 

pulls. 
Porphyry; core recovered in good shape; 4 

pulls; tight seam or crack f'rom 24' to 
26' longitudinal to core, 

Drilling began June 24; finished June 24'4.3. 
Casing. 
Porphyry; not badly altered; 3'6" ground 

core (ehopped); 5 pulls. 
Porphyry; not altered bUt core broken into 

small pieces la · to 3~1 long; 6 pulls. 
Porphyry; not altered or broken ~P• 2 pulls. 

PD H47 Due to the progress of mining, H39 was lost 
l' 6" when eut off by sill removal. A short 

percussion~drill bootleg in the same 
drift (4702E-2-S) was used and given the 
number H47. At tirst it was intended to 
abandon this hole as soon as a new }O' 
hole could be drilled, but it was round 
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so useful for testinR geophones that 
i t has been retained :, even in the 
regular recording program. 

R. DD39?4 H48 Drilling began Nov. 19; finished Nov. 20'43. 
O' - 5' Casing. 

s. 

0' - 30' 2" .Porphyry-;- badly broken up; break, with ore, 
a t 8 ' b" ; 2 0 pulls • · 

DD3975 H49 
0' - .5' 
O' - 12' 

12' - 30' 

Drilling began Nov, 19; finished Nov. 20'43. 
Casing. 
Porphyry; slightly altered; badly broken up; 

11 pulls, 
Porphyry; not so broken; 7 pulls. 

T. DD3976 H50 Drilling began Nov. 22; finished Nov, 23'43, 
O' - .5' Casing. 
O' - 30'1" Porphyry; badly broken up; much lost core; 

26 pulls. 

DD3977 H51 
0' - 5' 
Qf - 19' 

19' .. 30,4u 

Drilling began Nov. 24; finished Nov. 25'43 
Casing. 
Porphyry; badly broken up; much lost core; 

1.5 pulls. 
Porphyry; less broken; 6 pulls. 

V. ~D3978 H52 Drilling began Nov, 22; finished Nov. 23'43, 
0' - - 5' Casing. 

w. 

x. 

0' • 30' 2" Porphyry; badly broken up; 21 pulls. 

DD3979 H.53 
0' • . 5' 
O' - 30' 

DD3980 H.54 
O' - ··· .5t 
O' - 30' 

Drilling began Nov, 23; finished Nov, 24'43, 
Casing. 
Porphyry; badly br.oken up ; 23 pulls. 

Drilling began Nov. 26; finished Nov. 26'43, 
Casing. 
Porphyry; altered; notas badly broken upas 

other holes; calcite break at 12'6"; 17 
pulls. 

Note: All ... diamond drill holes on the east side, beginning 
with H36, were c~~ed for the first five feet of hole, with 
1~'5 pipe eut in 6' sections, set with l' projecting into 
the drift. 



APPJIDTDIX V 
00 

Recording Program from Eoles 31-.54 
00 

The tollowing tables show the records obtained from 
holes 31-54, for the period covered by this report. The 
digit at the intersection of a.ny hole line and date col
umn is the units figure of the number of the record which 
began to register from that hole on that date. The hun
dreds and the tens digits of the number are given in the 
bottom (double) line, in the order reading down. A dash 
in any position indicates that one is to read the figure 
next on the left in the same line. An oblique bar through 
a units digit couples it to the. hundreds and tens digits . 
next on the left of those imrnediately below in the double 
line. 

For exa.mple, on July 12, record .599 was begun from 
H43 and H44, wlùle record 600 was begun fran H39 and H40. 
The day before, being Sunday, the records werc not chang
ed but continued to register on, respoctively, Nos. 597 
and .5 98, whi ch were begun on Satu.rcJ.a.7, Jnly 10. The heavy 
vertical lines indicate weekends. A vacant intersection 
indicates that there was no record for tl~e halo and date 
concerned. 

l. 

2. 

NOT]lS 

Holes 31 and 3,; were lost _ in the burst of March 31, 
194;. 

Hole 32 (4201W.5-S) survived the burst and continued 
to be serviced by the old-type, single-traok recor
der {No, 2). The ground on the west side was very 
quiet during April and May; the program on the east 
aide began an April 2?; mining operations finally 
ma.de it neoessary to abandon the doghouse on 4201W5. 
For these reasons, recording in the west piller was · 
disoontinued, the last record being .544 on May 15, 

The first ~ecording with the· two-track instruments 
began on the east sida {H34, H35) on April 27. 
H34 and H35 are deep. diamond drill holes in 4701E, 
They had been drilled for ore-location purposes in 
January, 1943, but were found to be still in good 
order. As t1ey run upward at a 30°-angle, there 



6. 

2 

was some difficulty in placing the geophones in 
them. They were used until a series of nine hales 
(BJ 6 to :.·I44) had b een drilled at the Sec. ( line 
in the east drifts of the levels from 44.50 to 
4825' inclusive (see Appendix Dl). Initially, 
these holes were serviced by nrnans of the listen
ing equipment, pending the installation of con
necting cables and the buildb~g of a doghouse in 
the 4700XC. 

The holes on the 44.50' -level (H36, H37, H38) 
oontinued to be so serviced until 0ctober 8. H37 
was never connected to a recorder and was :t':inally 
lost through slips on ~aults intersecting the hole. 
For recording from H36 and H}8, see note 6 below. 

Recording fran the remaining holes of ·the 
new series was begun with record 576 :f'ran H,9 on 
June 19, the others coming into service as fast 
as the installations could be completed. The last 
ones (H41 and H42 on the 4825 1 -level) began on 
July 13, with record 603. 

As the activity at Sec. 3 vras found ta be low, two 
hales (H4.5 and H46) were drilled·at Sec. 4 line 
in 4501E and 4?01E, respectively, Time switohes 
permitted them to record, beginning July 17 and 
July 24, alternatively with H44 and H40, respect- · 
ively, Recording frarr. these ceased about the end 
of November, ns the hales H48 to H.54 came into ser
vice ( see note 7 be10v,,) ; but H46 vvas a.gain used, 
for experimental recording, about the end of Jan
uary (see note 9 below). 

H39 (47QlE3-S) was lost due to miLing operations; 
the last record (653) was begun on August 2, In 
its place, a olean. percussion-drill bootleg in 
the same drift (at Sec. 2) was adopted and record
ing begun on August 4. It was, at first, intended 
to use this hale only until a new one could be 
drilled near H39, but H47, as the bootleg 'WB.S num
bered, is near the doghouse and wa.s found so use
ful for testing geophones that it bas been retain
ed on the regular recording program, 

Beginning 0otober 8. a portable instrument case was 
placed in the erosscut on the 4450'-level, to 



8. 

10. 

3 

house recorder No. 3, which had just been made 
over by Gibbs from a one-track to a two-track in
strument. Cables were run and hales H36 and H38 
were connected to this recorder. The first record 
(No. 828x) was inadvertently given a number already 
issued to another record, hence the added designa
tion x. The set was, at first, run only during 
the listening period each day, which accounts for 
the absence of records for the Sundays in October, 
A program clock was·then used to turn on the set 
for a halfhour, a,m. and p.m., so the records were 
obtained on Sundays beginning about November 1. 
The records were ohanged at irregular intervals, 
roughly once a week, since they ran only about an 
hour and a half (about 10'} per day. Beginning 

. with record 997 (December 9) a new time switch per
mitted H49 (4401E6-s) to be run alternatively with 
H38, 

A series of seven holes (E4·8 to H.54} was drilled at 
approximately the Sec, 6 line in the east drifts 
of the levels 4450 to 4825, inclusive (see Appen
dix IV). Recording was begun about the end of No
vember,, Time switches were used to run each of 
the Sec. 6 holes ·a1ternatively with the correspon
ding hale at Sec. 3 in the same drift, (No hole 
was drilled in 4402E6 due to the very broken nature 
of the ground,) These holes went into service on 
various dates as the install~tions were completed, 
the last hole (H.5 3) being put in operation wi th 
record 993 on December 8, 

Record 999 was begun on December 10. This closed the 
first series or· record nurnbers, The new series 
(records l, 2, 3, etc.) began on December 11. 

Beginning with record 133 {January 30), an e:x:perimen~ 
tal recording arrangement was startcd on 4?00. The 
recorder, No. 2, old-style, single-track, equipped 
with filters, was connected te a geophone in H46 
( 4 7 OlE4-S) , vacant sin ce N ovember 2 9. 

As of January 31, 1944, a total of 1136 records ha,d· 
been made, all carefully annotated, analysed, book
ed and filed, available for reference or further 
study. 

0 
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APPENDIX VI 

0 

Reduction of Data 
000 

The follO'wing routine was adopted as of 
and has been followed rigorously since. The 
been substantially the sa.me since January 1, 
not carried through quite as systematically. 
tions for JanuarJr were given in detail as an 
Report No. 11. 

June 1, 1943, 
program had 
194 3 • but was 

The redue
ap:pendix to 

The forms used are: (a) Comparator, (b) Record Analy
sis, (c) Summa.ry Data~ Semples of each of these forms are 
given at the end of this Appendix. In addition, there are 
listening program forms (see Appendix III), tabulations of 
blasting data, and graphs. 

Each canparator form deals with three doubla-track 
8elsmograms (6 record tracks), for the counted part of a 
single recording period. Each record analysis form tabu
lates the data for a single hole, each line on the form 
affording space for the transfer of the entries, for the 
hole concerned, as reduced on a single comparator sheet. 
Each data summary form gives the daily a.m. and p.m. aver
age number of snaps per minute for a single hole, the en
tries for an entire month being accomm.odated on a single 
form. Space is also provided for daily a.m. and p,m. 
listening averages. The entries on the smnmary data forms, 
as also the daily blasting reports, are plotted regularly 
each day. 

Notes are entered wherever anything unusual occurs 
which oan affect the records. These notes are designated 
by index letters, issued in alphabetical order, entered in 
the column provided and reforring to notes a.ppearing on 
the back of the same sheet, the series of letters beginning 
at .A on each separate form. The detailed instructions 
for the use of the above forms are given below, followed 
by sample forms filled in with typical reductions of data. 

Instructions 

I. Records are first to be passed through thé annota.ter 
(see p. 5, paragraph 1, Report No. 11). They are to be 
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oarefully examined for anomalies and the f'ollowing anno
tations are to be entered dir.actly on the record tapes: . 

A. At the beginning of 
when ta.pe is placed ln 
ground) 

the record (entered, in part, 
service on the recorder under-

(a) 
( b) 
(c) 
( d) 
(e) 
(f) 

Record nmnber. 
Hole num.bers. 
Set ntnn.ber and tra.ck letters. 
Geophone numbers. 
Attonuations. 
Schcdule designation. 

B. Throughout the entire record 

(a) 

( b) 

The beglnning time and every tenth 
minute thereafter for each 
separate recording period. 

rrhe endj_ng tüne at each eut-off by 
either program clook or time 
switch. 

C, On each period of reoording 

(a) 

( b) 

( C) 

( d) 

(e) 

Set and tracks, if not the same 
throughout the entire record. 

Hole numbers, if not the sa.me 
throughout the entire record. 

Coincidences used for synohron
izing, 

Periods to be omitted trom the 
counts. 

Start and finish of counting 
times where vm.ole recording 
period is not counted_ 

II, Records are then to be put on the comparator (see p. 
4, paragr~ph ;, Report No. 11) with the following pro
oedu.re which is to be repeat ed, using a separate form 
for each count period: 

A, Enter on the top of the comparator form the beginn
ing and ending tirnes of the whole reoording period as 
started and stopped by the program clock or time 
switch (net just the counted part). There wi.11 be 
only one date, s i nce t here is only a single per1od 
on any comparator sheet and periods do not run over 
midnight, The serial number of the camparator sheet 



is to be entercd in the space at t he top-centre of 
the form., under the word 11 Date". 

B. Enter opposite Rec. the record number for each 
pair of tracks. In the line next below, enter the 
set number and track letter for each of the two 
tracks on the record, and in the next line the num
bers of the holes served. 

C. For each two minutes of record, set the horizontal, 
mimeo~raphed time lines of the comparator sheet (1~5 
apart) to match tiine lines which are to be drawn 
transvorsely in pencil on the record tapes through 
the synchronized endings of corresponding time marks 
( 3" apart) , the design of the comparator taking care 
of the half-scale reduction. 

Dravr the coincidence times on the comparator sheet 
using a faint pencil line clear across the whole six 
tracks. Harl{ t he actual coincidences as heavier sec
tions on this faint time line. Use the first column 
alone Y-There the coïncidence on the track concerned is 
small (1/4~' offset or less) and both columns vin.are it 
is large. Identif'y one or two outstanding coincidences 
by letters, entered both on the record and on the torm. 

The first oolumn of the last pair on each half or 
the form. is to be used for the identifying letters, 
the second for a series of index letters referring to 
notes entered on the back of the form.. If care is 
taken to put coincidence d0sign.ations always in the 
first column of t h e last pair, and note designations 
always in the second, capital letters can be used in 
each case without causing any confusion. The letters 
indexing the notes should be in alphabetical order, 
beginning with A on each s~eet; but the coincidence 
identification letters may be assigned at random. 
Indeed, random use of letters in the latter case 
makes it easier to find t h e sections of record to be 
correlated with a given comparator sheet when check
ing the work later. 

D. Having complet ed the analysis of the coincidences 
for the two minutes, count all snaps for the first 
track in that two minutes, regardless of whether theJ 
were i ncluded as coïncidences or not. Enter the num
ber indicating the count of the "totals" in the left 
hand oolmun of the pair assigned to the track con
cerned, in any available space within the minute bound
ary lines. Then count the "larges" - t hose more than 
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1/ 4" long - and on-ëer t hi s count in the right hand 
column of the pair. Hepeat for all six tracks for 
the two minutes concerned. 

E. Repeat C and D for each two minutes of the 
period selected for counting, winding torward the 
records, moving up the form ·and thrusting forwa.rd 
the lever so that, at its farthest position, the 
near edges of the comparator plates lie on the syn
ohronized final time-lines of the records and forms 
for the two minutes just campleted. 

F. Enter the identification of the alternate minutes 
in the space provided at the end of each of the 
minute lines in the last two columns of each half 
of the form. 

G. Total the "totals" and total the "larges" for 
each hole and enter these grand totals in the spaoes 
at the end of cach corresponding column in the second 
half of the comparator shect. 

H. Determine the fifteen possible pairs of ooinciden
ces, using the masks* 1-15 in order. En.ter es.oh as 
counted, in the 15 successive sections at the bottom 
of the right-hand half of the form. 

If any traok was not recording, use the ma.sks as 
usual, in order, entering a dash where you would 
have entered a colncidence count. In other words, 
the dash indicaten that the coincidences were net 
determined, not that there were none. The dashes 
are to be treated in the section next below, exactly 
as the counts vmula. have been, and carry over into 
the record analysis forms as dashes, :indicat ing that 
the coincidences could not be determined for the hole 
and count concernod. 

• Note: The masks to which reference is here made, are 
sheets of thin stiff cardboa.rd the same size as the 
comparator forms and having two long slots eut to ex
pose the first half of each of two columns, selected 
in such a manner that. each mask gives one of the fif
teen possible eombinations ot the six tracks (ABCDEF), 
two at a time, in the order: AB, AC, AD, il, A:F, Bo, 
BD, BE, HF, CD, CE, CF, DE, DF, EF. These masks simp
lify the counting and entering of all :possible canbin
ations or coincidences, rendering the work autom.atio 
and reducing errors, 
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I, In the diagonal of the 6 x 6 section square, in 
the lower left-hand corner of the form, from top 
left to bottom right, enter the number designations 
of the holes in the order which they have on the 
comparator sheets. (The track order for any given 
combination of recordings which is repeated fran. day 
to day should always be the same.) 

J. In the rema.ining 5 sections of the top line (left 
to right) and of the left column (top to bottom) of 
the square, enter the first five coincidenoe values 
(ntnnbers or dashes as may be) • . In the next line and 
next column, enter the next four, rn · the next line 
and next colum.n, enter the next three.. In the next 
line and next column, enter the next two. In the 
final line and final colurn.n, enter the remaining one. 
The square is now fil1ed. 

K, In the first oolumn of spaces follo.ftfing the square, 
enter the number of minutes for which the count wa.s 
made, for each of the holcs -respectively on the same 
lines in_ the diagonal of the square. Usually these 
":periods 11 are all the same but sometimcs, for various 
reasons, they difrer. 

L. Divide the grand totals of the ntota1s 0 and the 
"larges" -of each track: by its cmn pro:per poriod value 
and set the derivod "totals per minute:' and r•larges 
per minuten in the first two of the three spaces 
following the period ontry for each hale. Subtract 
the second from the first and enter the value, "smalls 
por minut0", in tho third space. 

Note: In designing the comparatar form, care was taken 
to :provide for counting throughout the entire half-hour 
recording period. This was found to be prohibitively 
time consuming and a count of sixteen minutes was then 
used. After long expericnce, it was found that, if 
oare is taken to select the six minutes (not · neoessarily 
concurrent) whioh appear average in any half-hour re
eording, the counts will differ litt le from av·erages 
taken over the complete time. On July 13. 1943, a six
minute count was adopted· as standard and a table was 
prepared which simpllfies the divisions. At first, only 
the nearest whole nwnber was entered. but as this gave 
no clue to relative srnall values, the divisions were 
carried to two decimal places. The plotting is done 
only to the nearest whole :".lumber. 
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III. Record data are next to be transferred to the record 
analysis forms. Data are transferred to the form.s for 
the respective holes concerned, filling in each to the 
bottom line and beginning again on the next sheet for 
the same hole wi thout any regard to t ermi.nat ion of days, 
weeks, or months. 

Enter on each line the record number and the dates of 
beginning and ending of the entire record (not just the 
half hour recording period). Enter the data as to set 
{and track), attenuation, and geophone. The epoch (E) 
is the middle minute of the count period, Vvhen the
minutes are not concurrent, it is the middle minute or 
the time tram the beginning of the count to the end. 
The actual, net oount period, in minutes, is entered in 
the column head.ed P. The average "totals per minute", 
"largos per minutett7 and "smalls per minuten are taken 
directly from the comparator sheet and entered in the 
eolurnns headed, respoctively, I,, 1? and~. T~e number 
of the comparator sheet conéerned 1s enterod in the 
oolurnn headod N~ The concurrent records are indioated 
by the hales ocëupied, obtained from the top of the 
compe.rator shcet (or the diagonal of the square in its 
lower left-hand corner). These are entered on the an
alysis sheet in the same order, The numbers of coin
oidences, in the 1.5 categories, _are entered, in order, 
from the line in the square containing the hole conoerned, 
maintaining the order of the square, but omitting the 
hole number eut across by the diagonal. 

IV. The summary data form entries are · obtained by taking, 
for example, the sum of all the ~.m. entries for a given 
date ( "totals", rlJ..arges 11 , and 0 s:m.alls") , di viding by the 
nmnber of entries in each class and entering the result
ing number in the first line for the date. (The first 
line is · for a.m. entries, the second for p.m. entri0s.) 
The p.m. values, obta:lnod in the same way, are entcred 
in the second line for any given date~ The values of 
the listening, fcrr the same hole, a,m, and/or p,ra.. are 
cntered in the spaces provided under , the heading H 
. (heard). The se are to be obtained :t'rom the listenTng 
form for the date concerned (see Appendix III). 

v. The data from the summary data form, the listening 
form and the mine reports of powder and holes used in 
blasting are to be entered on the graphs daily. 

Ofl>t:f',2 
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S'ample Data Reductions 

h ~e readings for the first afternoon oount (16ho1m_ 
16 31) on February 11, 1944, are given on comparator form 
No: ~393, which is here reproduced in full, just as it was 
originally canpleted. To ma~e the sample more typical, it 
has been copied, in multiple, by Mrs. Grace who normally 
does all the reduction work. The following points may be 
noted, beginning with the comparator form and continuing 
with the other two in order: 

(1) Track 5B was not recording, as indicated by the 
blank double column and by the note index (A) on the 
face of the form, and as explained in the note it
self on the reverse. 

(2) The strong coincidences at about 2cm and 21~5 are 
identified by the random letters K and T, whic-h 
are also used to identify the actual offsets on the 
record tapes, making it easy to identify corresponding 
times when checking the reduction. 

(3) H40 shows all but one of the 29 coincidences, while 
H42 is at the other end of the scale (with only 13). 
Yet H4O is almost vertically above H42 · and on the next 
level. They are only about 12.5 9 apart. 'rhe geophone 
in H4O seems to be resting on a very active bloclc, or 
else on rock Which is an unusually good conductor of 
elastic waves. H42 is not always so lacking :in coinci
dences~ but H4O is almost always uniformly high, bath 
in counts and coincidences. 

(4) The checking of coincidence patterns. after the 
manner briefly and partially indicated above, is very 
helpful and suggestlve. 

(5) The numbers of thè su~cessive holes (43, 44, 47, 40, 
41, 42) are entered dovmward and to the right aoross 
the diagonal of the squar0. (All these holes are at 
the Sec. 3 line, the first pair, 43 and 44 1· being on 
the 4575'-level, the next pair on the 4700 -level, and 
the last pair on the 4825'-level. The first of eaoh 
pair is in th o south vej_n) the second in the north vein. 
This order, for example, is always maintained i n the 
reductions when these holos are involved, a procedure 
which simplifies the reductions and also the daily cheok 
of conditions underground as revealed by th0 records.) 
The counts are next to be ma.de. 
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(6) Taking, for example, track 6B(H43), we find that thera 
were 20, 18, and 17 "totalsa in each of the successive 
two minutes of count ing fram 19m to 2.5m, and the total 
of "totals r, is thus 55, as entered at the bot tom of the 
left-hand half of the first pair of columns on-the right
hand side of the form. Similarly, there were 6, 4, and 
6 17 larges 11

, mak ing a total of "lar.g-es" of 16, as entered 
in the right-hand half of the spac~ for grand t otals for 
this track. These numbers, divided by ·-the period time 
(6 min.), gives the values 9.17 and 2.67 to be enterea 
in the top line to the right of the square { since H4 3 
appears at the intersection of the diagonal and the 
first line} as the "t.:>tals per minute" ana "larges per 
minute", respectively. The difference, 6 • .50, represents 
the "smalls per minute:', entered in the final space on 
the line, 

{7) The number of ooincidences between, for exarn~le, 6B and 
6A (H43 and H44) is 19, as may be verified by inspec
tion of the pencilled coincidences, This accounts for 
the first entry in the row of fifteen sectio'hs across 
the very bottom of the right-hand si·de of the form. 
The number of coincidences between 6B and .5B (H43 and 
H4?) cannot be determined (since H47 was not recording). 
Hence the dash in the secona section, So on,with the 
series: (43,40) (43,41) (43,42) (44,47) {44,40) (44,41) 
(44,42) (47,40) (47,41) (47,42) (40,41) (40,.-42) (41,42·). 
yielding the- furth·er respective entries: 2b, 19, 12, -, 
20, 16, 12, -, -, -, 20, 12, 12. These values are filled 
into the sections of the square (first five, next four, 
next three, etc.) as described in II-J of this Appendix, 
The canparator sheet has :.1ow been ccmpleted, As a sample, 
let us consider H41, and transfer the data to the record 
ana.lysis form. Thére will, of course, be a form for 
each of the six holes. 0nly one is given here, Coneider 
the last {latest) line showing entries on the sample 
form, following through t hat line from left to right. 

(8) H41 was registering on Record No. 177 (see top of 
comparator sheet). Tho record ran from Feb. ll to Feb, 
12. The track was 4B (see top of comparator sheetl, 
The attenuation {l0Db) and the geophone number (34 
were obtaine d from. the record itself {see I-A of this 
App0ndi:x), and are enterè d in the columns headed re- . 
spectively ,!& and G, 

(9) The epoch {E}, or cèRtral minute about which the 
count was ma.dë, was 16-22m, (see identification of 
alternate minutes on the canpa.ra.tor sheet). '.l'he number 
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of minutes of count {P) was 6. 

(10) Taking the line next to last in the square at the 
bottom left of the cornpaTator sheet (which line has 
H41 on the crossing of the diagonal) the "totals per 
m;nute" (T), "larges per minute" (L), and · 11smalls per 
minute u ( S) are, respecti vely, 7. 50, 2 • .50, and .5.00 1 
as given on the line ooncerned, to the right of the 
square. Whence the entries shown on the record analy
sis f orm, 

(11) The ccmparator f .orm number (li) was 2393, 

(12) The conourrently-recording holes, in order fran top 
left to bottom right of the diagonal of the square on 
the comparator sb.eet, amitting of course H41, were, 
in order: 43, 44, 47, 40, 42. The coincidences are 
obtained from the horizontal line next to the last in 
the square, again omitting H41, and are, in order: 
19, 16, -, 20, and 12, respectively. That is to say, 
for example, the number of coincidenoes between H41 
and H40 (next to the last of each of the series as 
entered on the record analysis fonn) wa.s 20. This 
may be verified by checking the pencilled coincidences 
of H41 and H40 on the comparator sheet. Wb.en one 
tries t o do this, t h e aid gi ven by the masks may be 
appreciated. They are espooially convenient when 
9omparing columns which are not adjacent. It may be 
noted, in passing, that when· checking conditions with 
only the record analysis format hand, the dash entry 
in the central section for the coincidences indicates 
that there wa.s no record from H47, the concurrent
record entry in the central section for the holes 
concerned. 

(13) As there was only one afternoon count for this set 
of holes on Fèb, li, there is no averaging to do~ 
The values, 7,50, 2;50, and 5.00 appear, therefore, 
directly on the p.m. line for Feb. 11 in the monthly 
suzomary data she et fo~__JI4i..L. as .. s.gçrvm. 

(14) The values given in the summary data sheet ara .now 
entered on the monthly graphs for the hole conoerned. 

(15) All thé reductions. at lea~t four _cou~ts pe~ day, 
for, in general, 12 holes (six on one time-switch 
contact and six on the ot 1er), are made each day e.nd 
oarried r ight through to the graphs, making all 
readings available and completely up to date. As 
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stated in the body of this Appendix, the daily blasting 
data and the listening counts are also plotted on their 
respective graphs for the month. 

(16) The records are then made up into book form for easy 
reference (see p. 8 and Fig.lof Report No. 10). 

The reduction of records has been illustrated in oon
siderable detail to show how carefully all are soanned and 
the reduced data digested into the graphs, This has been 
done for _a total (as of Jan. 31, 1944) of 1136 records (2352 
oomparator forms). Credit for practically all of this work 
1s due to Mrs. Grace.. It is of extraordinary assistance to 
the writer, to have this information made ready for his in
spection prompt~y and acourately every day. 

0000 
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Fig. 4 

Recording Prograrn January, 1944 
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APPENDIX VII 
0 

Rockbursts Locatod in Lake Shore Mines 
April. 1943 - January, 1944 

--~~;:-[-;:~r---;~:----~~:;: ----------- ~------------------~-
Loca:tion Rock Displacement 

------- ----r--------- ------ ----------- --------~~~•~---~-~-
April 7 3~.5sl 3:.5.5 p .m. 4402E-.5 small 

291cl 
to 4.502E-.5 

" 9 7:0.5 p.m. heavy 44.50E scveral hundred tons 
to 482.5E · 

June 2 346S 2:4.5 p.m. 4802E-3 2.5 tons 
July 13 298c 2!30 p.m. light 4902E-2 ;o tons 
Aug. 18 2990 2:30 p .m. light 4801E-5 several tons 
Sep. 29 ;ooc 1:19 a.m. med 1 rn. 18onv-11 .50 tons 

Oct. 5 30~.C 2:3?. :p.m. medtm 4701E-4 160 tans 
• to 4801E-4 

" 15. 302c .5:4.5 p.m. light ' shft.plr 10 tons 
n 26 303c 12:20 p.m. heavy 3 shft.:plr. more than 1000 tons 

" 29 3040 3:00 p.m. light 4701E-6 aeveral tons 
Deo, 13 305c 3:20 p.m. rned'm ~r801E-7 100 tons 

tt 18 306c 3:30 p.m. light 4502E-S 25 tons 
Jan. .5 31:. 7s 3:30 p,m, 4.502E-5 2.5 tons 

" 10 307c 3:30 p.m, light 4501E-5 sevcral tons 
tt 13 348S 3:30 p.m. 4.502E-.5 ·10 tons 

" 20 3080 4:35 p.m. mod'm 3501E-5 sevoral hundrcd tons 
to 3811E-5 

fi 28 349S 3:30 p.m. 4801E-7 15 tons 

~---~-- -~~- -------~-- ---------~--~--~~-~--~~-~~-~~~-~-~~~-~ ) " Il I 
Te abo 0 list shows only the bursts which occurred during 

the period indicatod and ~hich wcro located and investigatod in 
Lake Shore Minos . Moro than 120 bursts occurred whlch were of 
sufticient magnitude to be registerod on the seismographs. 

{Some sorious interruptions in January, 1944, to the recorder on 
the 3000'-levol loav in doubt the exact number of bursts whioh 
might have registerod ) A total of 17 bursts (5 strain, 12 
crush) were surveyed and reported as above shown. All but tour 
(B, F, H, I) occurred during or close to the afternoon blasting 
tiine in the off-shift period. All but four (E, H, I, P) occurred 
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in the section of the mine which is directly un.der investi
gation (east side, 4325 9 -level to 4950?-level}. The second 
burst in No. 3 shaft pillar (I), on October 26, registered 
on the seismograph at Ottawa. 






